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NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY, JUNE 24, 1913.
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Sidney V. Smith,
HIMSELF
directors.
The controversy involving McNab's
RATHER THAN
resignation grew in part out of the
RETURN TO
IN SPECIAL SESSION
request of the attorney general that
Bruce and Smith be not tried at the
jsanie time as the other defendants.
Savannah, Ga,, June 24. Rather
House Will Investigate.
than submit to arrest for leaving his
APPEAR
MANY
PEOPLE
BEFORE THE
Washington, IX C, June 24. The
eliip without permission, T. Eaton, a
house judiciary committee at a
REGARDING
THEIR
BOARD
seaman of the United States steamer
Ing Thursday will investigate the de
Tacoma, killed himself in a public
S-FRANCIS
C. WILSON BEFORE
lay ordered by Attorney General Mcsquare here this morning.
MORNING-SOTHIS
THE
When his captors surrounded him
BOARD
Reynolds lu federal prosecutions at.
San Francisco of Maury Diggs and
the sailor drew a revolver.
RESIGNATION TAKEN UP BY WILSON
MAY GO TO THE STATE BOARD.
SENATE DEMOCRATS ELIMINATE SEV
Drew C. Caminetti, indicted under the PANCHO VILLA WITH 1100 MEN,
"I'll kill myself before I'll return." SIR JOHN SCOTT OF ENGLAND LEAVES
of
the
white
and
officers
slave
law
The
next instant he had uressed
AND HIS
BUT
NO
HAVING JUST CAPTURED CASAS
ADVISORS,
ERAL FEATURES TO WHICH THE
$5,000,000 TO LADY SACKVILLE
Western Fuel company, indicted
for
the weapon against hhis breast ami
The county commissioners sitting
TAKEN.-WESACTION IS
IS
in
fired.
NOW
He
died
MARCHING
a
few
OBJECTED.-PRESIconspiracy to defraud the customs.
FOREIGN NATIONS
GRANDES,
minutes.
as the board of equalization met yesAND HIS RELATIVES OPPOSE PROChairman Clayton today announced
at the court house. The meet
FUEL CASES CONTINUEO.
TO ATTACK FEDERALS AT JUAREZ terday
IS
GIVEN
POWER
the decision of the committee to have
TO
BATING THE WILL.
BODY OF MISSING RANCHER
ing was called at the earnest solicitaa. hearing and take up the resolutions
tion of several taxpayers who had
FOUND IN WELL.
CHANGE
DUTIES.
by Representative Kahn of Califor
matters to lay before the board in renia. While the purpose of the Thurs- OJEDA AND REBELS
HOUSE COMMITTEE TO
lation to the assessment that had
Pearce, Arl., June 24. TIio body of SAY SACKVILLES USED
day hearing is not to begin an invesbeen fixed.
Tal Wilson, who disappeared from his
ANTI-FRE- E
of
merits
of
SUGAR
the
the
prosecuINVESTIGATE THURSDAY tigation
ARE STILL FIGHTING The following people were present
ranch near here on June 13 was found
UNDUE INFLUENCE
tions, it is to determine an action on
and presented their nrguments
and
in a 200 foot well near the home ranch,
on
the
the Kahn resolutions calling
DEMOCRATS BUSY 2.' miles southeast of Pearce,
facts concerning some assessments:
early
attorney general to send to congress
F. Read, Victor Ortega,
El Paso, Texas, .lime 2t. Pancho Benjamin
tl is morning.
Luther Price, another
London, June 24. London society
excase
which
are
in
all
the
papers
X
D.
24.
X
on
Charles
June
F.
Juan
Washington,
Olivas,
Kasley,
C,
Villa and his band of .Mexican rebels
cowboy, who arrived hero about the crowded the probate court today at the
D.
Town-sit24
pected to disclose the official reasons
ProX President Wilson has decided to
behalf of the Capital Land and
Washington,
C, June
time of Wilson's disappearance
and
are actually enrotite from Casas Gran-des- ,
of the suit over the will
order immediate
prosecution of X for the postponement.
company, and also ,T. n. McManus; visions for inspecting books of
of 12 head of horses said toj beginning
disposed
resolu150
miles
south
of
s
to
attack W. M. Townsend, Juan Sais, Ramon
here,
Representative llinebaugh's
white slave
the Caminetti-Diggmerchants, the five per cent dis have
of
late
Sir John Murray Scott.
the
belonged to Wilson, was placed
X cases and the Western Fuel com- - X tion to direct the judiciary committee Juarez, according to a messenger of Rodriguez, R. R. Wright, representing count on imports in American ships
left nearly $.r),000,000 to
John
Sir
under
and
is
now
arrest
held
in
jail
X pany indictments, delayed in the X to investigate the entire affair was the Pearson lumber interests who has ihe Santa Fe. Dredging company; G. and other features of the tariff bill
at Tombstone.
Lady Sackville, of Knole Park, Kent,
,
to which many foreign nations obW. Hickox, David Gonzales, ,1. W.
X San Francisco federal courts by X today referred to the rules committee.
just arrived here.
wife of Baron Sackville, a relative of
Miss Anna Mngler, Frank Layau' jected were eliminated in the revised
General
X Attorney
McReynolds, X
The messenger left Casas Grandes
X
a former British minister to WashJ.
Miss Ella L. Mathews sections of the bill reported late toX and will appoint Francis
Heney
representing
Saturday following its capture by Vil and the Boston-NMexico Mining day by the finance committee.
X a special prosecutor to take them X
ington. Malcolm Scott, a brother of
la and his rebel band and says that company; Leo Het'sch, for Mrs. JosX
The income tax feature was revised
X up.
Sir John, opposes probate of the will
Villa has 1100 men. all well armed eph Ilersch; F. M.Jones, 12. J. Eames, to exempt any portion of mutual life
on the ground that Baron and Lady
and mounted, and that he was headed Carl A. Bishop for George E. EIIIb, insurance premiums
returned
Sackville used undue influence in oractually
TO
for Juarez when Ihe messenger left. and H. H. Dorman, Cora L. Colling-woo- to policy holders as dividends. This
President Wilson went off to the
der to secure the bulk of the estate.
Last night Villa sent word to Ameriand the St'aab estate, Lucy I. change is believed to meet the objecMe also claims that
a codicil, for
golf dinks early In the afternoon and
can Consul T. D. Edwards in Juarez Balfe.
tions against the former provision.
the expected statement of what the
which ho has offered $50,000 reward,
would
he
attack
the
that
border
decity
There were a great many arguments Another amendment would empowadministration proposed to do was
was executed after the drawing of the
this week.
made and some .change's
recorded. er the president to suspend duties or
will, for which the SackvIUe's seek
layed. Attorney General McReynolds
Juarez
defenders began The board he.ld a session this morning, assess higher ones
Today the
nations
did not return to his office from the
against
probate.
mounting cannon on advantage points at which Francis C, Wilson appeared discriminating against the United RAYMOND
cabinet meeting, but instructed his
By order of the court, some time
POINCARE WILL BE GUEST
U. P. about the city and Colonel
ATTORNEY CRAVATH
FOR
Castro, on his, own behalf. Mr. Wilson con- States in commerce.
ago, an envelope left by Sir John
secretary to write a note to the press.
dethe
Juarez
commanding
garriHon,
were
some
there
tended that
Another proposes a commission to
OF KING GEORGE AND BRITISH Murray Scott addressed to Lady Sackpeople
There was a great deal of gossip in
TALKS WITH M'REYNOLDS ABOUT clared that he would
fight if the. reb- who had made entirely . too low re- recommend later legislation on tariff ,
ville was opened, but it has not been
official circles as to whether Mr.
came.
els
NATION
UNTIL JUNE 27TH.- -IN
turns on their valuation, which would administration.
TRADING S. P. STOCK FOR BALdisclosed whether it disclosed
the
resignation would be accepted
The messenger who brought
the cause the burden of taxation to fall
Anti-freDemocrats
sugar
codicil.
got
missing
o;' whether he would be dismissed.
LONDON
news
of
said
that on a part, instead of the whole of the together in the senate caucus
the coming of Villa
TIMORE AND
At the opening of the case for Maltoday
The latter course, officials thought,
Villa told him he had men at Palomas, taxpayers. Mr. Nonnent took up the and
to support an amendment
colm Scott today, his counsel outlined
agreed
would be a vindication for the attorney
FAVORS IDEA.
west of Juarez and at Villa Ahumada, matter yesterday of assessments on
by Senator Shafrotli to eliminate the
London, June 24. The friendly feel the general nature of his case.
general. What effect the appointment
southeast of Juarez, ready to join him his property, insisting on considering provision for free sugar in 1916, and
"The Sackvilles," he said, "spent
the
and
presiing between Great Britain and France
a
of special prosecutor
in the march against the border town. each piece, and discussed each one substitute a
duty of approximately was manifested today on the arrival more than ten years In obtaining comdent's determination to order the
Washington, D. C, June 24. Paul These men. according to Villa, would
so that the board seemed
f
cent a pound after that time In Ixmdon of President
cases to Immediate trial would have, D. Cravath, counsel for the Union Pa- bring his total force up to about, 2,100 separately
Raymond plete ascendency and domination over
to be impressed wi'h the unfairness on refined sugar.
Poincare.
French
is to Sir John Scott. The nature of that
The
was the subject of lively speculation.
president
to
march
is
forced
men.
Villa
being
of some of their assessments and
cific, conferred with Attorney General
The Shafrotli amendment accepts be the guest of King George and the Influence was such that, although they
24.
United
Washington, D. C, June
over the dissolu to Juarez by reason of his own men changed them. Some of those who the duties proposed in the Underwood British nation until June 27.
were not relatives, they induced him
States Attorney McNab's resignation McReynolds today
having destroyed the railroad north are not satisfied with the amounts bill ou sugars for the next three
to finance them for enormous sums
Pacific
of
Union
tion
the
merger, with of Casas Grandes last week.
It is that they have been assessed with years including a rate on refined su- - President Poincare arrived off Portswired Saturday to President Wilson,
to the proposi- estimated that he should arrive within
mouth early this morning. After pas- during his lifetime and to leave them
with startling charges that Attorney particular reference
to
of
will
state
board
the
go
equaliza gar until 1916, of approximately one sing in review a notable
gathering of the greater part of his estate of $5,- General McReynolds had ordered de- tion to exchange $38,000,000 Southern attacking distance of the town by Wed- tion with their claims for a reduction. cent a
pound. Louisiana senators and British war vessels he landed at the 000,000."
Paheld
Union
the
Pacific
stock
by
criminal
prosecutions
nesday.
The special committee
from the those from beet sugar states are dock
lays in certain
Baltiyard where he was met by the
Nells Larson, a Mormon contractor, chamber of commerce, which is a subin San Francisco which threatened to cific for a similar amount of
making no fight to change those rates young Prince of Wales who on this oc
held
the
more
and
Ohio
Pennsylvlein-itby
bewho arrived last night from the
defeat justice, still lay unacted
committee on public funds and utili- but are urging their colleagues
to casion of hla first important repre- BRAZILIAN
vania.
of Casas Grandes, says he met
fore President Wilson today.
of abandon free sugar for a further fifty sentation function
The attorney general has not yet Lino Ponce, a commander of Federal ties, will go before the state board
STATESMAN
displayed
great
has
The situation which already
equalization and take up the whole per cent reduction in 1016. If the composure.
The president and the
announced his approval of irregulars, who was among the
definitely
was
IN DENVER
matter of the equalization of amendment is voted down, the anti-fre- Prince of Wales, after receiving an
called for various explanations
that proposal, but his tentative conCasas Grandes, and that general
the taxes of this city and county. The
taken up at the cabinet meeting but clusion has been that it is a step in Ponce told ofhim
sugar senators will have another address of welcome from the civic, au
that
the
with
excepdeclinof Judge alternative to propose.
speclnl comir.itt6S'i.'nsi8fB
Al.ne J .General McReynolds
Denver. Colo., June 24. Speeding
thorities, departed on the royal train
the rigAt direction, because it divorces tion of himself and about twenty-fived to taik at all about It.
The Income tax general exemption for London, accompanied
1'. R. Wright, Levi A. Hughes, Arthur
in
an
interest
by a bril- across eastern Colorado, Dr. jfuller,
from
the
CaBas
of
all
other
defenders
Pennsylvania
men,
When the cabinet meeting broke up, the Baltimore
cut.
was
W.
from $1000 to $H000 plus $1000 liant staff of military and civil offi the Brazilian statesman and his offiNorment,
and Ohio, a competing
were killed. Ponce estimated Seligman and J.
the only r.ai:ouncement on the McNab line. Mr. McReynolds probably will Grandes
for a married man with a dependant cers.
cial party were scheduled
to arrive
the number killed by the VIHa band
General
wife or a married woman with a de- cair9 from Attorney
King George was waiting at Victoria from Omaha at 1:30 this afternoon for
advise the United States court at St. at over 100, including Roque Gomez,
His a two hours stop In Denver.
pendant husband and $.")00 additional station to greet, the president.
Paul of his attitude before July 1.
one of the commanders of the Federal
"The ; resident will issue a statefor a minor child living with and de- majesty, after exchanging a few corThe Denver chamber of commerce
The Union Paciflc'c plans submit- irregulars.
ment on iao subject in due course," he ted to the .court for the disposition of Inez Salazar, to whose command
pendent on a taxable parent with cer- dial words with his guest, escorted had arranged to take the party on an
said.
the president to York house, which automobile trip over the Boulevard
tain detailed provisions.
the remainder of its Southern Pacific Ponce and the defeated Federals beIt was understood that the attorney holdings are opposed by the attorney longed, was 111 in Juarez during the
The caucus set sugar aside tempor- has been placed at his disposal during and park system of Denver following
arily, however, to resume its consid- his stay. They passed through .lavish-l- a visit to that organization's headgeneral's report, presented at Presi- general.
fight and is still there. No rebels
decorated streets lined by regi- quarters for an inspection of Coloeration later, and approved the tobacdent 'Wilson's direction, was an oral
have yet been sighted by Juarez outco schedule without change, and also ments of the brigades of guards. Their rado's products. At the conclusion of
cno and that Secretary Bryan, a
posts.
friend of the elder Caminetti, and Sec NOT WORRYING
in
Col. Juan N. Vasquez, second
(all the senate committee amendments carriage was escorted by a regiment this tour of the city, Dr. Muller and
to the agricultural schedule relating
party were to leave over the Denver
askof
the
retary Lane, familiar with California
command
Juarez
A
NEW
garrison,
OVER
to live stocks and grains.
and Rio Grande for Colorado Springs,
ed today if he thought Villa was comaffairs, participated in the discussion,
PENNSYLVANIA
RUSSIAN TREATY ing, said: "It. is possible that he will DAUGHTER OF ARTHUR ORTON Wheat and flour were left on the
his last stop en route to the Pacific
which was general.
coast.
free list with a countervailing duty;
GIVES
While White House officials would
come. Fie has sent word to that ef
OF THE
CLAIMANT
TICHBORNE
livestock and meats were left on the
not anticipate the president's stateWashington, D. C June 24. State fect. We are ready to receive him
TO EXPOSITION
WRITE
ESTATES
THAT
ment, some administration officials department officials, declared today with open arms."
SHE unrestricted free lists; oats at six
FREE WOOD PULP
33 cents
oat
cents
at
a
meal
bushel,
understood that McNab's resignation that any impression in St. Petersburg
tone.
sarcasm
was
his
in
There
24.
sen15
The
hundred
WOULD
COMMIT
and
June
MURDER
at
AT
Pa.,
per
pounds
Harrisburg,
barley
UNDER FAVORED
would be accepted and that the presi- that President Wilson had declined to
Asked how many cannon he had,
ate today passed finally the house
cents a bushel, remain unchanged.
dent would designate a new prosecu- negotiate a new commercial treaty the colonel replied:
NATION'S
WEDDING.
bill appropriating $450,000 for Penntor and fill an existing vacancy on the with Russia unless It contained a
"It is better that we should not say
sylvania's participation in the Panama-Pfederal bench in San Francisco, that passport provision for American jews, we have any and then we can have a
acific
WILSON TO WORK
The vote was
exposition.
Washington, D. C, June 24. The
the cases may go to trial almost im- must have been gained from diplo- nice surprise."
26 to 16, just the necessary number Cnited States will
BEFORE
ARRESTED
IS
the
in
matic
give up three milclosiug days
exchanges
DURING
The colonel admitted that Villa had
mediately.
to pass the measure.
lion dollars to European importers of
The president's statement will prob- of the Taft administration.
tnken Casas Grandes, but said he had
OF CONGRESS The house made the appropriation wood pulp and paper as a result of the
THREAT IS FULFILLED
It was pointed out that the present retired and that he had not executed
ably include a report from the attor$300,000 and the senate appropriation
treasury department's decision today
the circum- administration has not had any nego- any of Salazar's men. They all arrivney general explaining
committee added $150,000 to the bill. rot to
appeal to the supreme court
Washington, D. C, June 24.
stances which brought about the de- tiations with Russia. Diplomatists ed in Juarez on a train last night," he
to
The
the
house
measure
back
goes
from the recent decision of the cusWilson intends to take no vaca
London, June 24. A sensational
here understand the attitude of the said.
lay.
in
concurrence
for
amendments.
the
toms court that all counties having
.
charge was made today at Bow street tion while congress is in session and
It was reported that Judge M. T. Russian government to be that inasSeveral senators spoke against the
j "They came here because they ran court against a daughter of Arthur is determined to share any discomfort
nation treaties with the
"favored"
of the California
superior much as the United States terminated tntt of ammunition."
notorious claimant to the the hot season may bring. While he appropriation as excessive.
Cnited States were entitled to freo
court was likely to be selected for the the treaty of 1832, any overtures for
merchants Orton, the
American commission
of
Senator
McNichol,
Philadelphia,
vacant judgeship and that A. C, Camp-- : a new convention must come from have about $200,000 worth of mer- estates of the Tichborne family, about he will leave Friday to take his fam- said he favored the bill as amended wood pulp and paper because that
whose
the world was divid ily to Cornish, N. H he will return
privilege was granted to Canada. The
bell, of Los Angeles, who has been Washington.
chandise in cars and storehouses in ed into identity
two camps for many years.
the following Monday unless congress by the senate because of the high importations were made from France,
Officials here appear content tq let
endorsed for district attorney for the
and
are
Juarez
cost
Paof
and
on
labor
material
making
the
preparations
The woman was going to shoot the recesses over July 4.
Germany, Norway, Sweden, Denmark
southern district of California, might relations continue on their present to move them to El Paso.
The ice refrigerating plant under cific coast that will have to be taken and other European countries.
ij.
lady who was to marry Sir Joseph
I,n asked to go to San Francisco to basis.
account In the construction of a
into
Mr.
neath
no
Wilson's
office
is
the young baronet
longer
, prosecute the cases.
Rebels Still Fight Ojeda.
Senator Kline of Alin operation and the temperature of state building.
at Brompton Oratory tomorrow.
McNab Asks Continuance.
Douglas, Ariz., June 24. Governor
REPORT
was contained in a let- the president's work room is no differ legheny, chairman of' the appropria- CAR OF MAIL
The
threat
Pesquiera of Sonora telegraphed an ter to the Earl of Granard, who mar- ent than in any other part of Wash- tion committee, alBO argued for the
San Francisco, June 24. When the
AVIATOR'S DEATH
AND BAGGAGE
angry denial from Hermosillo today ried in 1909 Beatrice Mills, daughter ington. Mr. WilBon says he Is pre bill.
cases of John L. Howard, et al, inUNCONFIRMED of reports emanating from Mexico City of Ogden Mills of New York.
dicted officers of the Western Fuel
BURNED
pared to stand the heat and looks forand Nogales that General Pedro Ojeda
Co. were called in the V. S. district
for the ward to a long session, with currency HUNGER STRIKE
Sir
Lewis,
George
speaker
his
had
Agua Prieta exploits
repeated
court today. United States District
declared that the ac legislation as the ultimate object.
London, June 24. There was no con- and defeated a superior force of state prosecution,
Denver, June 24. A car carrying
WORKS VERY
cused
intended
to carry out her
had
Attorney John L. McNab asked for a firmation today of last night's dis25 sacks of mail and a large amount
In the battles
and
of
Ortiz
troops
continuance because of a difference patches regarding the
sensational
SUCCESSFULLY of baggage was burned with its conwas still bottled up threat of murder during the ceremony MISSOURI ROADS
of opinion between himself and Attor- death of an aviator named Fairbalrns Santa
at Brompton Oratory tomorrow.
tents early this morning near Yuma,
near
at
Rosa
Santa
Ortiz, the governwho
called
ney General McReynolds.
The
herself
eff
accused,
SAYS WILL ADOPT
on the Chicago,
or asserted.
and
Federal troop trains
Burlington
24.
Edward
June
London,
Clayton,
cercases
were
the
is
no
Fairbalrns among
There
"Since these
set,
protestThe car was atwere sti.U stalled by the wrecked road Theresa
Quincy railroad.
the
22
was
to
sentenced
who
chemist,
TWO
RATE
CENT
one
no
ed in court that she intended no harm
tain conditions have arisen in the members of the aero club and
way, it was asserted, and the rebels
months imprisonment on June 17 for tached to a west bound train due in
to the bride and only wanted to bring
matter of the indictments against the at Brooklands ever heard of him.
are pressing on to certain victory.
in conjunction with the Denver shortly after seven o'clock.
'conspiracy
declared
Last night's dispatches
KnnsaB City, Mo., June 24 Rail"
entire directorate of the Western
continued yesterday and her case to the attention of the pubWhen the fire was discovered, the car
The
battle
Ino.lnrD
m,ffi.nW(a
lic.
Fuel Company", said McNab. The at- - that Fairbairns fell 1,000 feet into today around Santa itosa.
roads in Missouri affected by the re- leased from
in a very weak was practically consumed, und the
today
jail
in
me
to
a
has
to
sea
the
while
trial
the
of
Granaard
The
Earl
letter
flight
sucent
requested
making
decision of the United States
torney general
condition as
result of a "hunger trainmen uncoupled it and ran it on
withdraw from trial at present the a 350 horsepower machine or remarK-ahlreferred to the "approaching marriage pieine court upholding the Missouri strike." It the
from statements to a siding, where it was destroyed.
appears
I
am
defendants.
version
DAV
IN
THE
CONGRESS. of my cousin Joseph Tichborne."
construction. Another
names of certain
;two cent passenger and maximum made by released
that many The fire was started from a spark
prisoners
esto
It said: "I have asked you to use freight rute laws, will without waiting iconvicts who are not suffracettes
agree with my had it that he had a remarkable
absolutely unable
from a locomotive.
your innuence to iumkb mem give lor uie mandate or me supreme court, have followed the example of the suffsuperior and under the circumstances cape when his machine sank into the
Senate.
some of the money they have stolen put the new rates In force at the earI do not feel that I should proceed sea, being saved from drowning by a
Not in session; meets Thursday.
Two men In one of the X
ragettes.
cleverly contrived air jacket, which
with the cases in hand.
caucus continued work from us. You do nothing. It is noth- liest practical date" according to an prisons have for weeks declined to X DO NOT FORGET TONIGHTI
Democratic
wore.
he
to
I
of
as
to
reason
as
my
inability
that
starve,
the
long
you
'Tor
ing
X
announcement by attorneys represent- eat and are being forcibly fed.
ou tariff revision.
1
you and your wife can give parties ing the railroads, after a meeting here
agree with my superior, I have tenX
House.
Nearly seventy postal cards
ACID
I
BATH
do
not
and
GIVEN
and flaunt about with people, who, if today.
dered my resignation,
X have been sent out by the secre- WOULD REFORM U. S.
noon.
at
Met
BY
with
the
THE NURSE.
think I ought to proceed
they knew the truth would be ashamFISCAL SYSTEM. X tary of the chamber of commerce
Judiciary committee determined on ed
to know you. You cannot hide
Newark, Ohio, June 24. Mrs. Emma
prosecution of the cases in view of
X
the members that there
in the
white
D.
COMMITTEE
ROOMS
hearings
Washington,
C, June 24. Radi- X notifying
these facts."
Larson, 60 years old, is dying at the slave
more, for I am making you an acany
a
be
of the chamber
will
meeting
Western
Fuel
and
ENTERED
cal
PAPER
prosecutions.
reform in the government's fiscal
TAKEN.
McNab then asked a postponement sanitarium in this city as the result
cessory before the fact in telling you
24.
r ystem, to give the house committee X this evening, Tuesday, June
N.
Juife
sen24.
Three
have
Y.,
the
to
I
of
Albany,
successor
a
am
that
shoot
carbolic
bath
that
acid
his
might
that
going
girl
The meeting will be an important X
given her by COLORADO OFFICIALS
on
sole
control
of
the
ators
that
the
appropriations
complained
trial
today
during
throughout mistake by the nurse in charge.
rather than that Joseph shall marry
X one in which
handling f the
every member X
distrl-tutioBANQUET EDITORS. her and
Mrs. Larson was operated upon last
Counsel for the defense agreed and
should be interested. It Is hoped X
they shall live on my money. recess of the legislature their commit- lig supply bills instead of their
were
15.
rooms
committees
at
as
tee
entered and that priamong eight
week by a Columbus physician for the
"As there is a God in heaven, I am
the cases were set over until July
X with the notices
in yesterday's
than
Denver, Colo., June
vate papers are missing. One of the present, was urged in the house today
For a similar reason, his resigna- removal of a tumor. The physician
and a personal notice to
going to do it."
papers
luncheon
the
200
attended
given by
His
Arthur Orton in 1869 claimed to be rooms has been used by members of by Representative Fitzgerald.
tion, Mr. McNab secured a continu- brought with him a trained nurse,
each member that the attendance
ance of the cases of Drew Caminetti placing her in charge, with instruc- Governor Ammons and the state of- Roger Tichborne, and--, demanded the Governor Sulzer's direct primary cam- speech was a forerunner of the X will be large. There will be an
tions to give the patient frequent al ficials to the visiting newspaper men title and estate of the twelfth baron- paign committee.
and Maury I. Diggs.
Midget discussion in the Democratic X informal smoker as an adjunct
caucus tomorrow.
today. Justice Tully Scott, of the et. He came from Australia and the
John L. Howard is president of the cohol baths.
X to the meeting, no refreshments
Mr. Fitzgerald submitted a number X being served, but
Last night she secured the wrong state supreme court, was toastmaster family, believing that the young Rog- jail for 14 years for perjury. He died
Under inWestern. Fuel company.
cigars in plenty
Included
and
the speakers
Governor er Tichborne had been lost at sea, after serving his term in 1898, but be- of proposed amendments to the rules X to make the evening
dictment with him charged with hav- bottle, and as a consequence the front
enjoyable
The fore that admitted his identity as a tc carry out his plan. He attacked X as well as one for transaction of X
ing conspired to defraud the govern of the woman's body, from her neck to Ammons and J. Clyde Oswald, newly refused to acknowledge him.
ment by systematic short weighing of her feet, is a mass of blisters, as are! elected president of the National Press celebrated trial ensued in 1872.
a
butcher from the east end of
XX
for
of
business
X
material
Interest.
P.epresentative Shirley's plan
I association.
over $300,000, among others are Rob-- the hands of the nurse.
was
and later sent to
budget committee.
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Sequel To

INTERESTING

Love For Doll

IE

A Special Sale

113

CONFESSIONS

And in tlic years
romantic fnlry.
the petals
that lns. the doll fades Into most
wonthe.
evolve
to
of a June rose,
drous of all transformations.
And now comes a more serious period

r

1

!

EF! GROCERY GO.

moTE

40.

Wood

oal

SAWED WOOD

" BUY IT OF CRICHTON."
Phone One Double

O

J.

ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
To EIPaso.Bisbee, Douglass and
a,
all points In New Mexico,
Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.

PDAM

rlVUill

CANT A PP
jAll I A IX

Arl-gon-

East
or
West

The

Best
Route

For Rates and Full Information" Address

EUGENE FOX,

NEW MEXICO

p EALQIb.
TEXAS.

F- -

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

k
k
when the Jov of real motherhood should he
as tranquil as best effort eon provide.
with a wonderful
This Is necompllKhed
remedy known as Mother's Kriend, an external application so penetrating In Its
nnture a to thoroughly lubricate every
cord, nerve, muscle and tendon Involved.
There will be no pain, none of that
nausea or morning sickness, no sensation
ef distress or strain of expanding muscles.
The nerves, too, will he calm, thus making
the period one of restful days, of peaceful
niKhts and a source of happiest anticipation.
'ntia ...mri
orrwintnnt imttlw.r miiRt he pflrp
absorbed In.
fully watchful lest she become
those mental distresses wmcn my prepare
her for the most Important event in her life.
Mother's Friend enables her to avota an
fiensation of dread, worry or pain, and thti
she Is preserved In health and strength to
take up the Joyful task of motherhood.
You will find Mother's Friend on sale at
all druir stores at $1.00 a bottle. Do not fail
to use It regularly as directed. Write to day
to Uradfleld HeKiilator Co., 135 Lamar Itldg.,
Atlanta, (in., for their most valuable little
guide book for expectant mothers.

NEARTESUaiE
More old ruins of the prehistoric
people have been explored and investi
gations started concerning them near
Tesuque, south of that pueblo, and ad
jacent to the river. Last Sunday K.
M. Chapman, J. A. Jeancon and Carlos
Vierra went to that vicinity and looked over the ground carefully.
They
found many black and white postherds
of the old type, similar to the frag
ments found on the other side of the
Rio Grande, at the Rito do los Frijoles,
Puye and other points on the south
s
side of the river. More modern
are also found, some decorated,
but the general samples from this ruin
or series of ruins, shows that the
place was evidently inhabited by the
same people and is of the same general character of civilization. The walls
of these ruins are built of boulders,
evidently taken from the bed of the
Tesuyue river, and the formation of
the architecture shows that of this
post-herd-

substance the ancient dwellers in that
section built puddled walls and houses.
The general contour, of the struc
tures indicate that they probably ran
east and west, and extended from the
mountains, almost continuously to the
Rio Grande river. The more that is
unearthed in this country the more
it seems certain that there was a large
population dwelling not only in the
fastnesses of such places as Puye, but
'scattered throughout the valley and
along the Rio Grande. Thorough ex
cavations will probably reveal well de-

i

fined communal dwellings, of many
rooms and in some respects similar
in size and shape to the chambers of
the communal houses on the mesa.
The fact that the builders near Tesuque used boulders which they got from
the river, shows that they utilized the
material at hand for the construction
of their villages, in place of bringing
jtufa rock a great distance, and cutting'
it in about the size blocks as the
adobe brick. The people who
'resided adjacent to Tesuque were no
doubt an agricultural race, and con
nected closely with all the civilization that extended in many directions
throughout this entire section.
Indications are to the effect that
northeast of the road in that vicinity
there are the remains of a pueblo or
communal dwelling buried three or
four feet under the ground. Explorations at this point may reveal some
interesting facts from the excavations,
which may he made at an early date.
ordi-jnar- y

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
in the beautiful Pecoi
Valley .3,700 feet above sea level,
sunshine every day. ODen air
work throughout the entire sesConditions for physical
sion.
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern oolleees.
modem in every respect.

Located

Kef eats

:

E. A. C A HOON, President.
J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. POK, Secretary.
W. A. FINLAY.

Per particular and Illustrated este-

ems,

address,

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

AND

Supt.

SENATORS
HOLDINGS-SENA-

CATRON

AS

TO THE

AMONG

THOSE

ANNUAL CONVENTIONS
NEW

MEXICO

SUNDAY

SCHOOL

ASSOCIATION

AND

NEW MEXICO CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR UNION
1st to 3d and
SANTA FE, N. M., JULY
JULY 4th to 6th, respectively
For the above occasion the D. & R. G. R. R. will protect rate of ONE FARE for round trip from sta-

tion

Farmington, Aztec, N. Mn Durango,
Antonito, Colo., Espanola, N. M.t and all
directly intermediate station.

SELLING DATES:
Froa Farmington and

Aztec, N. M., June 28th.

From Durango, Colo, (not including Antonito) June 29th.
From All Points South of Antonito, June 30th,

RETURN LIMIT, JULY 8TH.
WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P.

A,

2J9 SAN FRANCISCO ST.

Cross and Fretful. Cuticura Soap
and Ointment Effected Cure.

IT'S GOOD READING.

THRASHES BOV WHO

510 East Washington St., Portland, Ore.
"When my brother wag ono month old a
layer of scales or scabs began to form on
confessions have gone into the reci ho top of his head.
ords touching the personal fortunes of
The trouble began as a
rash, The scales inmembers of the senate. They were
creased until several
to tell as to investments or buslayers thick. The crust
iness interests which might be affect-e- n
was thick and yellow
L
by the tariff bo the confessions are
Ppy and looked to be all in
only partial. One of the richest senono piece but came oil
in large scales.
Ilia
ators appears to be Stephenson, of
came
out In
hair
Wisconsin, who told cheerfully that he
turns out a hundred and fifty million bunches and baby became almost bald. His
itched and burned so badly as to make
feet of lumber every year; that he sciil.j
him cross and fretful.
makes $:jon,00O a year from his paper
"Wo used every remedy recommended by
business; that he owns oOO.OOO acres Of our Mends without success. Then we
i d with
the samplo of Cuticura Soap
star'
he
forested land; that
operates eight
of horses; and lintmcnt, waslUng his head good with
fiirms; raises hundreds
the Cuticura Soap and then applying the
has a railroad; several mills; Is in Cuticura
Ointment. Before they were used
terested "some" in banks; draws up we could see an improvement
in his
iron
from
a
in
royalties
$112,000
condition and bought some more. The
year
little
a
other
few
scales loosened and came off easily. In
ere mines and has
about two months after we started to use
side lines.
Cuticura
Soap and Ointment the scales
Another man wllh extensive hold- h.id
entirely disappeared and bis hair
elected
Mr.
is
Catron,
recently
ings
Etarted to come in tlilckly. Cuticura Soap
from New Mexico. His colleague, Mr. and Ointment effected a complete cure."
conCatron
Kail, is also a rich man.
(Signed) Miss Ella Ehrllch, Mar. 11, 1912.
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment are
fesses to the ownership of 25,000 acres
o
coal lands, 8000 acres of timber, sold throughout the world. Liberal sample of
each mailed free, with 32--p. Skin Book. Adsome rich lead and zinc mines, paying dress post-car- d
"Cuticura, Dcpt.T, Boston."
Senator Fall has 10,000
$200 a month.
WTender-facc- d
men should use Cuticura
cathead of sheep and 15,000 head of
Soap Shaving Stick, 25c. Sample free.

tle and also breeds horses on one of
his big ranches. He is an owner also
of coal mines as well as lead and zinc
mines. He is a heavy stockholder in
several life Insurance companies and
owns $15,00,0 worth of bank stock.
Another senator heavily interested
in lumber is Jackson, of Maryland,
interest
who confesses to a
m half a million dollar lumber com- pany and a majority ownership in a
shirt factory. His
prosperous
Smith admits heavy lumber
one-thir- d

Jj.lilililil'1'1

RESOLVED
That the: 50UARE PETAL

and .McLean, of Connecticut.
Senator Lodge, of Massachusetts,
has a fortune in
securities,
1'ke the General
Electric company,
American Agricultural & Chemical
company. National Carbon company
and the United States Smelting & Refilling company. Senator Root admits
ownership of stock in the .National
Lead company and Smelter Security
company,
One of the wealthiest men in the
with
senate, though least obtrusive
his wealth, is that benevolent. Mor
mon of Utah, Sinoot, one of the twelve
apostles of his church. Of this world's
goods he admits holding $35,000 worth
of Union Portland cement stock; $31
EOO in sugar; $;;o,000 in a newspaper
in Salt Lake City; $30,000 in copper
siock, some admittedly large but in
definite holdings in gold and silver
mines, a wool spinning factory, some
real estate and some bank stocks.
Another holder of timber lands is
Ramstlell, of Louisiana, who also ad
mits to holding S000 acres
planted
1
own
with cotton and he added:
more or less real estate, stores and of
fice buildings and things."
Senator
Walsh, of Montana, a newly elected
invested in
Democrat, has $35,000
sheep ranches. Senator Oliver, of
Pennsylvania, is a very rich man, who
of
aamits that he owns seven-eight- s
the stock in a newspaper worth a
million and a half dollars. He has a
mill which makes print paper. He
owns a thousand shares of United
States steel stock and 7700 shares in
the Pittsburgh Coal company. He has
a big block of Calumet and Hecla
copper mines, the exact amount of
which he neglected to disclose.

Among the moderately rich are
HOLDS HER UP such
as Senator Bacon, of Georgia,
who says he has a suburban farm, a
Willes-Barre- ,
Pa., June 24. Anger- st,wer nine factory and stock in street
e
ed by the refusal of several men to railways and companies selling
to the assistance of herself and tricity and gas. Senator Bristow owns
her two mentis, a woman who gaveu newspaper, raises alfalfa, hay and
her name as Mrs. Minnie Harrison corn. Senator Burton has some real
of Newark, N. J., thrashed a youth estate in Ohio and a farm which he
who fired five blank shots at her at rents to a tenant. Senator La Follette
the Inkerman station near here. In owns a
making paper, a reshis scuffle with the woman the youth idential farm with a fruit orchard on
grabbed her gold necklace and disap- it and some stock in a company ownpeared in the dark with it.
ing zinc bearing lands.
Martha Thompson
and Caroline
How extensively senators are interHofTer both of this city, the woman's ested in the railroad
stocks or bonds
companions, stood panicstricken dur Has not disclosed as these holdings
ing the fight. The three then camel nrp KiinnoRpnlv tint pfrpotprl nv thw
to this city and reported the occur-rence to the police, but no arrests tar)j '
have been made.
Mrs. Harrison with her friends BOYS ROTTEN EGG
were waiting ror a train after spend
THEIR
ing the night at. Valley View Park,
which adjoins the station.
Marshall, Mich., June 24. When 13
Work for the New Mexican. It is boys of the junior class of the high
itorking for you, for Santa Fe and school attempted to capture the four
the new state.
boys of the graduating class at the
class day exercises,
Professor Ned
State of Ohio, city of Toledo, Lucas Smith, science teacher, weighing 200,
took them singly as they came and
county, ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that be hurled them back.
is senior partne. of the firm of F. J.
The boys then resorted to rotten
Cheney & Co., doing business In the eggs, Professor Smith charged and
City of Toledt
County and State fled. Now the town is in an uproar
aforesaid, ano mat said firm will pay over the affair.
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLThe junior boys committed impro
LARS for each and every case of Ca- prieties afterwards that laid them
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use open to serious punishment and what
of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
disposition will be made of the matter
FRANK J. CHENET.
rests entirely with Smith who says
Sworn to before me and subscribed that he will make a complaint against
lit my presence, this 6th day of De- at least two of the boys.
cember, A. D. 1SSC.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal.)
A WORKER APPRECIATES THI8.
Notary Public.
Wm. Morris, a resident of Florence,
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internOregon, says: "For the last fourteen
ally and acts directly upon the blood y ars my kidneys and bladder Incapacand mucous surfaces of the system. itated me for all work. About eight
Send for testimonials, free.
months ago I began using Foley KidF J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, Ohio.
ney Pills, and they have done what
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
other medicines failed to do, and now
Tak6 Hall's Family Pills for
I am feeling fine. I recommend Foley
Kidney Pills." The Capital Pharmacy.

Customers Vmetwr
or not we cmz thcan
A Square deal - wc

non-prof- it

1

I

PROFESSOR

Best thatI?

The

IN

THE A1ARKET

FdR.

TWEFAIRELSTPRJCE- THE SQUARE DEAL PAYS "Y OU KNOW IT."
YOU'LL GET IT
FROM US WE KNOW IT, AND YOU'LL KNOW IT, TOO, IF YOU BUY
YOUR HARDWARE FROM US. WE DON'T EXPECT TO SUCCEED BY
CHARGING HIGH PRICES FOR POOR GOODS, BUT KNOW WE CAN
SUCCEED BY SELLING THE BEST FOR A FAIR AND HONEST PRICE.
IF YOU DOUBT IT,
ANYBODY CAN SAY THIS WE CA N PROVE IT.
COME IN IF YOU BELIEVE IT, COME IN IF YOU KNOW IT, COME IN.

HARDWARE

WOOD-DAVI- S

COMPANY.

"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT.'

PHONE 14.

PHONE

IN STRAIT CITV
!etroit, June 24. With the coming
of hot weather and the throwing open
of bed room windows, "porch climb- in" and "fish pole" thieves have
started to reap their summer har-- '
est according to reports that are be- !ug made daily to the police officials

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
ODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- era home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Oood light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.
N

i:

Benjamin Schuray'S, 699 Oakland
venue, bedroom was entered in the
same way and jewelry valued at $25

fi

taken.

Clarence
Glesley, 721
Campbell
avenue complaine dthat his vest contained a watch and charm valued at
$25 was stolen.
The manner in which
the "fish
pole" thieves work is unique. Climbing up to an open bed room window
they thrust, in a pole, six feet longer
in length with a hook attached. The
clothes of the sleepers are "hoked"
and the pole withdrawn.
The valu
ables are removed and the clothes
left in the yard. Last year more than
200 thefts of this kind were
reported
to the police.

POWER
N

IS QUITE SO CONVEN

IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
Iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night Estimates and fuM Infor-

LIGHTNING BOLT

SHOOTS OFF GUN
Sharon, Pa., June 24. One of the
strangest freaks of the heavy rain
and electrical storm which swept this
vicinity occured at the residence of
James McArthur, on Lucy street.
A bolt struck the house, passed into
one of the bedrooms, ran down th
barrel of a shotgun, standing in a
corner, exploded a shell and blew the
weapon to pieces. Fortunatly, there
was no one in the room at the time.

,

mation cheeerfully given.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

The Man Who Put the
E

EstaFEE I

CAPITAL COAL YARD

Look for This Trade-Mar- k
Pic.
ture on the Label when buying-

ALLEN'S

. .'
I
!
TfZiZuZZr" ft. nmiwwic

F00T-EA- SE

i

.

PHONE

lor Ten.
der' Aching Feet. Sold every.
where. 25c. Sample FREE. Address.
ALLEN S. OLMSTED.
1 Roy. N, TV.

oal

Advertisments
they advertise.
"That is their business," you
say; "they are doing It to benefit themselves.
True, they are advertising
primarily for their own profit.
But there is more to present-daadvertising than that. It has
created a spirit of confidence
and friendliness between the
seller and the buyer that has be
come so much a part of our
we hardly
daily lives that
realize it unless we stop to
think.
Have you ever made a purchase in the Orient? If so, you
remember how you have entered
a shop and after poking through
confused heaps of articles you
have found
something that
struck your fancy. You asked
the price and were told it was
worth, perhaps, the eq ivalent
of a dollar. Then ensued haggling, haranguing, threats, imprecations, until finally at the
y

end of half an hour you triumphantly emerged from the shop,
the article in your hand and 5C
cents gone from your pocket.
When you looked again at your
purchase your good common
sense told you it was worth

cents.
about
Contrast such an
10

experience
with shopping here today. You
will appreciate as never before
the value of THE SANTA FE
advertise-mentMEXICAN'S
which lead you to firms
known for their honest goods

NEW

and their fair dealings.

s,

85 MAIN.

Wood

-o- olrEsa

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

Fellowship in
Merchants and manufacturers
have certain articles they wish
to sell. In order to sell them

14.

lIght

PORCH CLIMBERS

elec-com-

j

ask our.

JhS-Ju- st

;'t headquarters.
interests.
Sam Juck, lfil Otits street, reportin
United
States
Many senators are
ed that his bed room was entered
steel. Jackson, of Maryland, has steel through an
open window by a "porch
bliares, as have Senators Oliver, of flimber," who took $61 from Juck's
of
du
Delaware,
Pont,
Pennsylvania,
trouser's pockets and escaped.

.

Denver & Rio Grande R. R.

Layer of Scales on Top of Head.
Crust Thick and Yellow. Almost
Bald. Itched and Burned Badly.

TORS

(By GilHon Gardner.)

RUINS FOUND

Fancy Egg

Fancy Lump

OF
AND

OUIJNBIINCHES

Washington, D. C, June 24 - In the
recent lobby inquiry some interesting

PREHISTORIC

DAWSON COAL
Domestic Lump

FALL

k

THIS WEEK

THIS WEEK

WEALTH

MENTIONED

BEANS

BABY'S HAIR CAME

FROM LOBBY

Maternal Instinct Greatly Developed by
Teaching Children to Love their Doll.
The little chllil'n doll Id mother to the

tmmt

DYER PORK

RESULTS

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

J.F. RHOADS

mux

NOVELTY WORKS.
Galisteo Street

104

KsBBttysfiurg

104

Makes Fly Screens that fit.
Porch Screens giving comfort.
Step Ladders that last.
Fly Traps that catch.
Repairs your Furniture right.

FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY
GETTYSBURG, PA.,

July 1st to 4th, 1913.
FROM SANTA FE, N M.

Upholsters.

$67.35

In fact, does this and and many more
things in exchange for rea! money.

Dates of Sale, June 2Jrd to July 2nd.
Return Limit, July I7tb, 191 J.

::

SANTA FE, N. M.
Telephone 157 W.
Prices Reasonable. Ail Work Guaranteed.

Take Santa Fe All The Way.
H. S. LUTZ, AGENT,

TERM5 CASH.

IIl

,NEW MEXICAN PBINTING CO.
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A

Desk Unit with few ot
many Book Unas as desbsd.
The only perfect comhinatioo
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Roomy, convenient,
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It will not pay you to watt
time writing out your legal
when you can get them already
ed at the New Mexican Printing
pany.

THOUSANDS

print
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NEW MEXICAN
science. Go and son the teachers at in the Greer Building. Iloth are inthe Sheuungo Valley hospital. Physitheir work.
cians refuse to make any statement as
of Vundenvert'3
to tho seriousness
REVOLVER
condition.
I,indenbrink was talking over the
HEARD OVER
telephone to his bride of less than a
TELEPHONE year when her voice was drowned by
tho reports of a revolver. The tele.Newcastle, Penn., .lune 21. Walter phone receiver was dangling beside
the instrument when olflcers found the
jljiidenbrink, Z' years old. assistant injured man.
sales manager of tho Newcastle
"Vandorvert shot me; I had fired
Dni't li. nrl pmnnt. ('fiirmnnv. w:is shot
twice and fatally wounded late tlii. him.'' whispered Lindenbrink to those
afteruou by his stenographer, Nor- wh found him lying on his office floor
man Vnndervert, 17 years old, who before lie lapsed into unconsciousness.
Vnndervert was found lying on the
later attempted to end his life by takthe
ing bichloride of mercury. Tho shoot- floor of a vacant room back of
bottle
a
with
offices
cement
offices
company
in
the
occurred
company's
ing
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According to an executive order
issued by President Wilson, practicalPostmasters will
ly all Fourth-clas- s
be compelled to take a Civil Service
examination to determine whether
they may continue to hold their offwill be
ices. These examinations
to all other applicants who may

CAPT. SCOTT'S

op-e- u

of

Appointments

Fourth-Clas-

TOLD

--

First publication in the New Mexican today of the diary of the intrepid
explorer who died after reaching the
South Pole. It's an epic of adventure.
How the "Killer" whales tried to
eat up his dogs. Establishing depots
southward.

of his life.
For over 10 years the International
Correspondence Schools have been
preparing men and women to successfully pass Civil Service Examinations. The I. C. S. Course for Fourth-Clas- s
Postmasters will give you just
the Information you need to successfully pass this examination.
Fill in and mail the attached coupon it won't obligate you in the
least and the I. C. S. will explain how
they can qualify you to successfully
pass this examination for Fourth-Clas- s
Postmaster and secure your Post
Office for life. Mark the Coupon

tES

It

is

and

FROM BEYOND THE GRAVE.

EXPERIENCES
IN SCHOOL WORK
ARE RELATED
The opening exercises at the institute this morning were livened with
discussions and graphic descriptions

miiim:mii.iimmnnmnmixiiiniiiir
International

Correspondence
Schools
1238-A- ,
Scranton, Pa.

Name
St. and No

State.
City
Present Occupation . .

of experiences in school work by the
county superintendent, conductor and
the instructors. Several songs were
isung by the school, and tho period
proved most enjoyable,
Superintendent Conway announced
there would be no special speaker,
but instead Professor Wagner, Miss
Maude Hancock and Miss Pauline Milliard, would take up the time relating
actual experience in their work, and
demonstrating the manner of carrying
!on school work in the rural districts,
Some of the incidents related were
quite laughable and most interesting
j

Please explain, without further obligation on my part, how
I can qualify for the position of
Fourth-Clas- s
Postmaster.
.

LUCV

j

j

as the teachers seemed very muchiers in looking out alter their needs,
..Superintendent Conway talked tills
pleased.
Mrs. W. A. Post of Soldier, Kans., morning upon the question of new
old
and repairing
was an interested visitor during the school buildings
opening exercises.
jones. He assured tho teachers that
The splendid display of domestic this year would find them properly
science and manual training has
and decently housed, and
tracted a large number of visitors at 'gave minute instructions as to how
in the
the institute,"and are all loud in their: to acquire tho best results
praises of the work along this line. country districts.
This work has been under the super
0nly tw0 days moro 0f institute
vision of Professor .T. H. Wagner and worli ,emaiii3
and the teachers are
Miss Pauline HiUiard.
working hard to complete the out.line
The music department of the insti-io- f
the manual. Friday and Saturday
tute has been in charge of Miss Maud will bo used for examinations. There
Hancock, who has done substantial will bo applicants for first, second and
work and made wonderful
There is a
improve-- third grade certificates.
ment. during tho three weeks' instniC' general air of good cheer among the
tion.
teachers and all appear to be
Mrs. Nellie C. Conway has had dent of the outcome of the
Clmi'iro of the e,l,eripril wnrk of the
An Invitation is extended to all to
stitute, and all reports have been
brought up to date. Mrs. Conway has visit the institute and to see the work
also been very helpful to the teach- - in manual
and domestic
training

Iheir lawny head marking, their small
glistening eyes and their terrible array
o: teeth, by far tho lamest and most
terrifying in the world."
These strange 'killers" had deliberately risen under and broken the
feet thick, to
ice, two and
get at the dogs. Hut they failed.
Three months were spent in two expeditions, one to "lay depots" toward
the south pole to explore tho mountains to the east.
The dogs, meanwhile, grew fierce.
They fought among themselves, and
even attacked Captain Scott and nearly killed a pony when it fell.
Here is Scott's description of a
typical day's march on one of the
one-hal- f

New York, .lune 24. When Captain
Hubert V. Scott, after discovering the
south polo and suffering incredible
hardships, was starved and frozen to
death with four of his men in the
Antarctic waste, he left, iu a sealed
tube, it complete diary of the trip up to
the hour of his death.
This great epic of adventure was
found with Captain Scott's dead body
and was brought back by the relief
party which found the dead bodies of
the party and the records they had
preserved.
A few of the main facts of the expedition were printed, when the; news of
Scott's death reached civilization. But
the diary itself was turned over, still
scaled, to Captain Scott's widow and
has been religiously guarded.
The New Mexican today is able to

15 TAKING
PIANO LE5S0WS NOW.

NOW.

!

Work for the New Mexican,
working for you, for Santa Fe
the new state.

s

Postmasters will hereafter be for life.
The man who gets the job this time
will have it as long as he lives.
Fourth-Clas- s
A
Postmastership
pays as high as $1000 a year, with
Money Order and Registry Fees extra, but it is worth several times that
amount to any merchant. The entire
population served by the Post Office
and its Rural Routes comes into his
store to transact business. Thousands of dollars of additional trade
can thus be secured.
If you have the Post Office, you
can't afford to lose it. If you don't
have the Post Office, NOW is your
chance to get it. The office will go
to the man passing the best examination, and he can hold it for the rest

Box

COULD DO THIS.
No inferior substitute, but only the
genuine Foley Kidney Pills could have
rid J. V. Wallich, Bartlett, Nebr., of
bis kidney trouble. He says: "I was
bothered with backache, and the pain
would run up to tho back of my head,
and I had spells of dizziness. I took
Foley Kidney Pills and they did the
work and I am now entirely rid of kidney trouble." The Capital Pharmacy.
NO SUBSTITUTE

STORY OF HIS HEROIC BUT FATAL SOUTH POLE

OWN
DASH.

want the postmastership.

filled with bichoride of mercury
lying beside him He was unconscious.

half

v

trips southward:

depot-makin-

"We turn out of our sleeping bags
about !) p. m. Somewhere ubout 11 UO
figures are busy among sledgeB and
horses. It is chilling work.
"The rugs come off the animals, the
harness is put on, tents and camp
equipment are lashed on the sledges,
nose bags filled for the next halt.
One by one the animals are taken off
the picket rope and yoked to the
:

hours of incesusnt struggle, the men
and goods were saved, but two ponies
were lost.
The eastern exploring party brought
back the disconcerting news that Captain Amundsen, the Danish explorer,
had established a winter camp in the
Bay of Whales, 121 miles nearer the
pole than Scott's camp, and had tho
advantage of position for the southern dash the following summer. But
Scott resolved to adhere to his plans
exactly as if he had not heard of it.
GARMENT WORKERS
STRIKE AT CINCINNATI.
Cincinati, Ohio, June 24. Eleven
thousand garment workers
obeyed
the order to strike today and work-ipractically all shops and factories
was at a standstill. It was estimated
that 8,000 workers were on strike in
Cincinnati and 3,000 more in the suburbs and in Newport and Covington,
Ky., across the river from Cincinnati.
As finally formulated, the women
workers demands are for a 48 hour
week. The men ask for the same
working hours or a 50 hour week, a
ten per cent increase in wages.
Work for the New Mexican. It
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.

Contest Closes at 6 P.M., June 30 1
Do not

J

cast a ballot that shows any signs of being tampered with, as it will not be
counted. If such a ballot is handed you, or the figures do not show absolutely
plain and legible, ask the merchant who issues it for another one in its place.

I

The Time Is
Erinrlc
ri 11511113

Short-d- et

Busy

stf
an4c
Ul fniiloof
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should be careful not to make any marks whatever on
ballots, as they run not only a chance of having them
thrown out, but in many cases will seriously embarrass the contestant they are trying to help.
In case any evidence can be produced that will go to show dishonesty, the contestant will be debarred from further participation in the contest.

WITH
of the contest,

it

will be a

ONLY

matter

FIVE

MORE

(

You can well afford

HUSTLE EVERY MINUTE OF THE DAY!

Votes can be secured by trading with

to

(AND WEEKLY PUBLICATIONS)
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Captain Scott in His South Pole Dress. Grotto in an Antarctic Iceberg, From a Photograph Made By
Scott Himself. His Ship, the Terra Nova, is in the Distance. Pictures By Special Permission of Everybory's.
t

DAYS

JOHN PFLUEGER
SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY COMPANY
THE MODERN 6R0CERY COMPANY
THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
PI GASP MVTP

--frog

print the chief passages from this re-- sledges.
"The picketing lines must be gather- markable document, by special per- mission of Everybody's
Magazine, et" up, a few pony putties need
begins publication of the diary jnstment, a party has been slow strik
iu its July numher.
ing their tent.
"The horses have got cold, and at
The heroism of Scott and his loyal
followers appears in every line of this 'the word they are off. Finnesko (fur
living narrative, told from beyond the boots) give a poor foothold on the
(hardened snow
grave. The story opens with the. sail- slippery sastrugi
ing of the Terra Nova from New Zea- waves) and for a minute or two driv1

h

of

put forth every effort to win one of these pianos.

AISJninATPQ
fVAHimmiLJ,

'.'

X

TWAT

THE BALL0T

B0X W,LL BE

shoved at the close of

banking hours

0N M0NDAYi JUNE 30, TO THE MODERN GROCERY STORE, in order that the box
available
be
until
six o'clock of that day. Promptly at six o'clock the ballot box will be sealed, and the final count made on
may
MORNING
TUESDAY
The result will be announced in the issue of THE NEW MEXICAN OF JULY FIRST- by the judges.

land on November 2(1, 1910, and its im- ers have some difficulty in maintaining
mediate struggle with a disastrous the pace on their feet. Movement is
storm in the "roaring forties" of the wanning, and in minutes the column
has settled itself to steady marching
southern seas.
"The pace is still brisk, the light
After the great gale came baffling
currents and
huge ice- - had, and at intervals one or another
oergs and much ice that held the ship iot us suddenly steps on a slippery
back. But, says Captain Scott in his patch and falls prone. The march
diary, they kept heart, and arrived at passes with a steady tramp
iirttiica rlrnn it hit lnlf
Tin. u'i.fiL-i-i
lust at. the vessel's destination in Koss
sea, anchoring in the shelter of Cape; are soon up in line again when the
Kvans, on Ross Island, in the lee of first halt, is made,
"As the end of the
the great ice barrier that holds the
continent as with a rampart pi oaches
get out my whistle. Then
at a shill blast Mowers wheels to the
of steel.
Here they unloaded their cargo. 'left; his tent mates lead farther out
their provisions, dogs, ponies, and to get the distance for the pii ket
and tents, and established ft Oates and 1 stop behind Flo .vers and
permanent camp Bafe on the eternal Kvans, the two other sledges of oufice field.
squad behind the two others of llowthe'ers'. So we are drawn up in camp
While they were discharging
cargo, they had a strange adventure formation. In a few minutes ponies
with "killer whales.
Two dogs were are on the lines covered, tents up
ttthered to a stern rope, on an ice again, and cookers going,
"Meanwhile the dog drivers, after
line beside the ship, while half a dozen
v.halos played around, and a photo- - n long, cold wait at the old camp, have
igrapher tried to get pictures of them, packed the last sledge and con.e trot-- '
ting along our racks.
Suddenly they disappeared.
halt runs it to an
"The
"The next moment," writes Scott,
"the whole floe under him and the hour and at the end we pack up and
dogs heaved up and split into frag- - tramp forth again. We generally make
Iments. Whale after whale rose under our final camp about 8 o'clock, and
the ice, setting it rocking fiercely, within an hour and a half most of us
One could hear the booming noise as are in our sleeping bags.
At the long halts we do our best
the whales rose under the ice and
biiow
for our animals by building
Ftruek their backs.
"Then, one after another, their huge, walls and improving their rugs."
Back again at 'Safety Camp," near
hideous heads shot vertically into the
air through the cracks they had made. Cape Evans, one party was caught
As they reared them to a height of six with sledges and ponies on drifting
or eight feet it was possible to see floes, in a churning sea. After many
1

cross-current-

half-marc-

1

line-sledg- es

VOTlNfi SfHFftlll P

N MERCHANDISE : Due Bills count

Cash

triple votes
chases count double votes; and thirty-da- y
accounts count single
votes. ON SUBSCRIPTIONS : Two Thousand Votes to Each Dollar Paid, for those accounts due
and payable before January 1st, 03. One Thousand Votes to each dollar paid for running
subscriptions or in advance.
THE STANDING
Nellie Gann
889,370
Mrs. W.
Sargent 776,956
Lulu Krick
744,071
Mrs. E. L. Wheeler 563,206
Edith Marmon
540,588
Mrs. C. Parsons . . .465,670
Mrs. Paul Doran ...444,574
Frances Leeson ...273,753'
Elisa Herrera
205,930
May Cloason ...... .141,512
Belle Anaya
138,200
Ida Clouthier
113,875

a

Carmen Abreu
111,157
Clara Gibson
104,940
Mrs. V. Casados ...102,440
Nellie Nusbaum. ... 89,570
Tiburcita Gonzales.. 70,290
Mrs. Fred Alarid
66.93C
Mary Quintana .
66,515
Mrs. W. Parsons
54,689
Etta Moore
53,535
Mrs. C. Patterson .. 53,138
Mamie Lamberson . 49,501
Luisita Sena
46,070

;

OF THE CANDIDATES IS AS FOLLOWS :
Mrs. Thos. Doran .
Mrs. C. F. Kanen ...
Elena Sena
Petrita Delgado ...
Mrs. Fred Hogle ...
Rumaldo Gomez . . .
Mrs. G. F. McNitt..
Laura Montoya
Margaret Miller ...
Ruth Nix
Ramona Baca
Lucy Ortiz
.

37,685
35,230
35,190
29,447
25,785
20,945
20,865
19,140
16,585
16,080
15,685
10,683

Mrs. A. Porterfield
Polly . Borrego
Ernestina Delgado
Dorothy Safford . .
Mrs. J. Muralter
Edna Lutz
Mrs. Gus Koch ...
Cecelia Palmer ...
Mrs. J. V, Conway
Louisa Deitzel ...
Mrs. E. N. Peden .
Helen Knapp

.

Mrs.
Mrs.
Lola
7,300 Mrs.
7,270 Mrs.
5,085 Ruth

10,280
10,280
7,603

3,945

2,940
2,670
2.275
2,000
1,645

....

....

ORDER
SCHEMERS ON TRIAL.

MAIL

Denver, Colo., June 24.srThe identification of a large number of advertising circulars occupied this morning's session of the United States district court in the Cunningham cape.
A jury was secured late yesterday
afternoon.
his wife,
V. C. Cunningham and
Marjorie Hamilton Cunningham, were
indicted on charges of using the mails
to defraud in the sale of an anti-fa- t
remedy.
THE BRILLIANT STARS OF JUNE.
By the end of June, Mars. Venus,
Saturn and Jupiter will al. he morning
stars, but Foley's Honev and Tar
Compound is at nil times th& "Star"
medicine for coughs, colds croup and
v hooping cough. A cold in June is as
apt to develop into bronchitis or pneumonia as at any other time, but not
If Foley's Hony and Tar Compound is
taken. The Capital Pharmacy.

j

i

Dr. McCarthy.. 1,595
W. B. Prince . . 1,450
Michaelson
1,210
C. L. Bowlds.
1,195
1.1SI5
G. W. Armljo.
Mendenhall .. 1,120
1,115
Jean Law
Mrs. R. L. Cooper, t 1,110
Catherine Brown . . 1,085
Edith Hampel
1,095
Anna Dietzel
1,040
Mrs. F. C. Blake
1,040

ANTI-FA-

j

NEW YORK BUYS OUTFIELDER
Richmond, Va.. June 2. "Sandy"
Piez, left fielder of the Richmond base-ha- ll
team In the Virginia league, was
sold today to the New York "Giants"
for fall delivery, price not given. He
came here from Grwenvillo, S. C.

Every Woman

and should
In Interested
about the wonderful

Marvel
AskyotirdrtiKClstfor
H. It he cannot
the MARVEL,
accent no other, but
send stamp lor book.

MwvelCs.,44E.23St.H.r.
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TUESDAY, JUNE 24, 1913.

NEW
reau and Meyers.
At Boston
8 11 2
Philadelphia
3
5 11
Boston
Seaton, Alexander and Killifer; Tyler, Dickinson, Hess and Rariden.
Pittsburgh-Cincinnapostgame
poned; rain.
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'Use no,
'em "Dangerous."
iooks" "Handle with care," those
American Association Senators.
Even since the A. A. was organized
Columbus has beeu a dangerous outfit.
,"nder Hill Clymer the team fell ffiTo
the habit of crabbing confalons and,
although Minneapolis and St. Paul interfered with the program from time
to time, and Indianapolis turned the
trick once, Columbus waB always
there or thereabouts, like the mosquito
around the bald man. .
This vear Columbus is fighting des-perately for the lead with Milwaukee,
l'oth teams are traveling at top speed
and both are composed of youngsters
reliable
sensational and
who are tramping
upon opposition
with no regard for feelings.
The brightest star of the Columbus
aggregation , is Kemper Shelton, for
whom it is claimed that he is the
speediest base runner in the associafast
tion. Like other exceptionally
men, Shelton is compared to Ty Cobb,
baseball's last word in the sensational.
An exceptionally fast pair of infield-ers- ,
Elmer Benson, second baseman,
and Walter Gerber, short stop, have
much to do with the splendid defensive playing of the Senators.
Star of the senatorial pitching staff
Is George McQuillan,
who

i
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FASTEST OF MINOR LEAGUES.

American League.
At Washington
0
New York
3
Washington
McConnell, Caldwell and Sweeney,
Gossett; Boehling and Henry. (Called
end 8th to allow New York to catch

train.)

lias been tamed by Bobby Qninn, the
shrewd business head of the chib.. Mc
Quillan is pitching grand baTT and an
offer has been made, it Is said," by "the
Cleveland American league club for

.At Detroit;-

inps).
Ch 'eland

.

First

Game-

.?

6

4
iroit
I'uhler, Dlanding and O'Xeil
ist.li: Willett and McKee.

D

Bill Hlnchnian, former Nap, is man-shown unexpected
ager and has
strangh since assuming the reins. One
big reason for ColumbuB' steady winning is found in Sir Smith, formerly
with Atlanta and Cleveland.
Smith
l'as caught every game played by the
team this year and his clever bavk- exceptional
stopping and
1a,tins
ability has turned the tide In many
"

At Chicago
St. Louis
Chi' ago

inn- -

(ten

r

1

7

8

Car- I

1
1

8 13
0 6

I;ifchell and Agnew; Lanke, White

and Schalk.
B

.

i

?$h

"

iladelphia game postponed.

Boston Wool.
Boston, Mass., June 24. Interest in
domestic wool centers almost wholly
ir the west were bidding for the new
c?ip is reported to be very active.
Texas is the center of activity and a
heavy sale is reported at San Angelo.
Sales of old wools have been in
small lots while fleeces, both old and
new have been dull. In Ohio 19 t
20 cents is said to have been paid for
medium fieeces while some new territory wool from the famous triangle
center has brought 17 to 17

I

TURNVEREINS
HOLD FORTH IN
DENUER STADIUM

Denver, Colo., June 24. The booni-irof 12 guns fired by artillerymen
from
guard of Colorado at
6 o'clock this morning signaled the arrival of President Theo. Steinpfel and
j official
party from Indianapolis
pnd announced the formal opening of
Bundes Turnfest.
Thirty-firs- t
In the presidential party were Vice-- :
President Franklin Bonnegut, Secre-- !
COMPANY
t :.ry Peter Scheerer, Assistant Secre-- ;
IN
t; ry Eugene
Muller, Treasurer Gus- UALLEY
the!
of
MIMBRES
and
members
ten
tpve Westing,
c;
reotorate, with an escort of several
hundred members of Indiana Turn-vDeming, N. M., June 24. The Mim-bre- s
reins.
valley is to have a trust company
The official party was tendered a re- - ir the near future, the capita"! $250,000
c
ption at the new stadium Avhere the for which ia now pledged. C. E.
athletic contents will be held. Several jUessej of Chicago, general manager
the'MImbres Valley Alfalfa Farms
persons witnessed the cere-j0.- ,
lonies aim tne canstnenics ana nag
io nrnmntinu the new finan- d rills by S00O school children.
cial iustitution for the purpose of fur- nismfng funrts f0r the farmers of the
ARGENTINE CADETS
Miesse tract east of the city. The
VISIT. WASHINGTON. nmln offlce ot the new concern will be
located here and a branch at the town
Washington, D. C, June 24. Arriv-'n- of Miesse.
at Washington shortly after noon
The activities of the trust company
oday, 23 officers and cadets from the will he limited to the furnishing of
Argentine warship Sarmaineto, spent
for buying milk cows, hogs and
Hie afternoon visiting the Washington capital
to consume the products of
"feeders"
and
Tomorrow
the
navy yard
capitol.
which Mr. Miesse is bring
farmers
the
at
will
naval
the
visit
they
academy
to the valley in ever increasing
ing
Annapolis.
Funds will not be loaned
numbers.
cn the land itself. Th company exPIRATES.
FOR
COLLEGIAN
pects to supervise the use of the loans
aaa v"r it that H ia nnt diverted
Pittsburgh, June 24. Edward Eay- "u"unproductive use.
ers. Brown's star freshman pitcher, jt0
The fact that the land being sold on
who is also touted as a hard hitter
is. fully developed
miri kiippHv nn tim field, will he tried easy payements
out bv the Pirates, it is announced to-- ! efter the latest scientific principles
day, and if he does not come up to obviates the necessity of the pur
the standerd as a pitcher he may be chaser expending funds in improving!
and the trust company 'Will provina
'
given a chance in the outfield;
the pressing need for stock to consume the products of the soil. The!
valley is surrounded by cattle ranges
on which the best Hereford, tock Is
raised and there fill be no lack of feedNew York, June 24 Sentiment was ers at reasonable prices which can be
cheerful although trading grew quiet fed and Bhipped fat to the markets.
alter the first hours upward rush. ,. Dairying and hog raising will furthattitude of trad- er utilize the field crops and
The more confid-.mers was reflected in increased operanot easily disposed of In distions for the long account.
markets.
tant
,
The optimibt;c tenor of foreign adMr. Miesse has been here several
vices seemed to be the main inllu?nre
of buyers from
London dis- days with a number
in lifting the market.
middle western points and has closed
patches indicated that nervousness deals with them for more than $40,"
at the approach of settlement had dis000 worth of land. Of these who have
appeared and that a large profeswill
up to date twenty-fivpurchased
was
sional short interest
outstanding
a
to
in
time
raise
land
on
crop
be
the
London bought
in the leadin?;
season and several are putting in
20,000 to 25,000 shares here, chiefly next
of
Canadian
Pacific, the Harriman's, small acreages this season. Some
the buyers have not been able to leave
Amalgamated and Steel.
Outside interest revived somewhat their farms in the middle west, but
as prices climbed, but after the list have syndicated their interests and sehad advanced materially, buyers be- cured the services of experienced
gan to hesitate and there was a re- farmers to place their holdings under
common.
Although
newal of bear pressure in spots, cultivation in
g
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TRUST
TO OPERATE
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Kemper Sherton,
Smith, Catcher.

WALL STREET.

Benson, 2B.; WalteR Gerber,

C. F.J Elmer

SS.J Georg e McQuillan, P.; Above, William

Hinc hman,

L.

F.,

(Manager); Below, Sid

,

t

SIOOTOZIMIF
AMERICANS
HE'LL BE GOOD
PLAY WELL IN
TOURNEY
TENNIS
Wimbledon, England, June 24. At
the resumption of play In the English
lawn tennis championships here today, Craig Blddle of Philadelphia, added several marks to his reputation by
winning three straight sets from G.
H. Mayes, a member of the Canadian
team which meets Belgium in the next
round of the Davis trophy tournament.
The score was
The American player did especially
good work in his service and his overhead smashes.
The captain of the Canadian trophy
team, R. B. Powell, beat J. B. Eard ol
Kngland, three sets to one. The score
6- -,

,

was
W. E. Crawley of England, beat P.
"W. Rone, the crack
player of the
German Davis trophy team three sets
,
to one. The score was
10-8-

6--

9--

Chicago, June 24. Heine Zimmer
man, the hard hitting third baseman
of the Chicago Nationals, will receive
a $100 bill from an enthusiastic admirer If he can behave on the baseball
field for the next two weeks.
The bill, cut in two, was sent to the
sporting editor of a local newspaper
f
by a follower of the game and
of it has been handed to the belligerent ball player. It is worthless without the other half, which Heine will
receive if he avoids being put out of
the game by the umpire during the
next fourteen days.
The maker of this unique proposi
tion said:
"Two weeks of harmony with the
umpires will do everybody a lot of
good, Zim most of all."
So
far this season Zimmerman
has been put out of the game five
times, three of the instances occurring in the .last week.
one-hal-

Wallace F. Johnson of Philadelphia
easily defeated H. B. Webb of Cam- NEW YORK ENDORSES
The
bridge university,
SUNDAY BASE BALL.
Cambridge "blue" did his best but was
24.
A referendum
New
June
York,
outclassed
American,
the
by
clearly
who made a fine display of his powers vote of the mayors of fifty cities in
New York state shows an overwhelmof placing and chopping.
ing majority in favor of Sunday base
The sterling form shown by
Johnson, Williams and Bid-di- ball, according to figures made public
has caused nervousness among here today by William P. Capes, sec
retary of the conference of mayors
the home talent.
R. Norris Williams, of the United of the Btate of New York. Out of
mayors voting, twenty- States Davis trophy team disposed thlrtyt-twseven
in
endorsee, sunaay games,
of R. M. K. Turnbull in easy style
view of the vote a resolution has been
in three straight sets,
In this, his first match game he sent to Governor Sulzer, with a view
Bhowed great coolness and confidence. to repealing statutes which prohibit
He scarcely missed a chance and his professional ball on Sunday.
His
placements were remarkable.
backhand drives were a feature, while FOUR TIME WINNER
IS AGAIN VICTORIOUS.
Iiis lightning service nonplussed his
opponent.
Hoy Lake, England, June 24 J. H.
Maurice E. McLaugljlin lost no time Taylor, four time holder of the Brit
Jn adding another victory to the Am- ish open golf championship,
won It
erican list by defeating A. J. GJendin-nin- again here today with a score of 304
in three straight sets. The score for the four rounds. His score in the
was
first round was 73, in the second 75
This match attracted an immense and in the third 77 and the fourth 79
gallery, but the game itself was dis- strokes.
the American
appointingly
Last year's champion, Edward Ray
was second with 312 strokes, Harry
completely outclassing his opponent.
Vardon, who has won the open cham6--

g

6--

one-side-

AMERICANS WIN IN
LONDON HORSE SHOW.
London. June 24. Judge W. H.
Moore, of New York, took first prize
at the International horse show today In clasB 21, for single harness
horses over 14.2 and not exceeding
15 hands.
The winner was his White
Hall Aerial.
Fred G. Vanderbilt's team of bays
won a silver trophy In class 40, showing the best novice team. He also
itook second prize In the open competeams.
tition for
four-in-han-

today for his trouble with
Evans in a game Saturday.
PELKEY

Umpire

ON

ACQUITTED
MANSLAUGHTER CHARGE.
Calgary, Alta., June 24. Arthur
Pelkey, the American
heavyweight
pugilist, was acquitted .last night of a
was
which
charge
manslaughter
placed against him as a result of the
death of Luther McCarty, who died
in the first, round of a scheduled
bout at the Burns arena here,
It was charged by the
May 24, last.
government that McCarty died from
a blow administered by Pelkey.
minutes
The jury was out forty-fivbefore returning the verdict, although
Chief Justice Harvey's charge was
unfavorable to the defendant.
In his charge to the jury, Justice
Harvey admitted that there was some
doubt as to whether or not the con
test was illegal, but he said there was
no doubt that death had been caused
by a blow and that the jury should
consider only whether the defendant
was guilty of causing the death of his
opponent in an effort to win the prize
placed upon the contest.
A rider, added to the verdict, said
that the contest was a prize fight and
asked that the Alberta government
immediately take steps to stop such
contests. Justice Harvey declared that
the rider was unnecessary, and that
his charge and the verdict would accomplish that. He said that there had
been doubt before as to the interpre
tation of the law on the matter of
what constituted a prize fight, but
that hereafter there would be no
doubt.
Addressing Pelkey, the justice pronounced him discharged; that it had
been proven that intentionally, he
had not struck a fatal blow. The jurors were then discharged
and the
court room olenred.
d
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BASEBALL
Standing of the Clubs.
National League.
Won. Lost. Pet.

Club.

36

Philadelphia

....33

New York
Brooklyn ...
Chicago

17
22
24
27
32
31
35
39

.679
.600
.556
.542
.458
.436
.407
.350

Boston
St. Louis
Cincinnati

30
..32- 27
24
24
21

Club.

American League.
Won. Lost. Pet.

Pittsburgh

43
39

15
23

.......33

28

31
34

27
30
39
43
41

Philadelphia

Cleveland
Washington
Boston
Chicago

.

.';

Detroit

St. Louis
New York
Western
Club.
Denver
St. Joseph
Des Moines
Lincoln
Omaha
Sioux City
Topeka

Wichita

.....25

24

'....17

.741
.629
.541
.534
.531
.391
.358
.293

e

'

THE BEAUTIFUL SENORITA OF SOUTH AMERICA
DOESN'T LIKE OUR SUMMERS. HENCE
SHE LIUES IN EUROPE.

League.
Won. Lost. Pet.
42
36
34
34

.....34

26
23
21

19

27
28
28
29
36
39
14

.689
.571
.548
.548
.540
.419
371
.323

Where They Play Today

every prospect thus far has proved a
tuyer it is certain that the land will
be more quickly' disposed of this fall
when the farmers, who are now busy
with their crops, are able to leave and
bspect the land.
The work on the tract has been progressing rapidly and in a satisfactory
way. The pumps are being connected
with motors and the tractors are increasing the area of plowed land every
day. That this work is being done
uniformly and by experts In pump irrigation appeals strongly to those who
have seen so much misdirected effort
and consequent waste of resources. It
is evident that the Mimbres Valley Al- miia 'arms company win noi leave
the buyers to shift for themselves un-- .
til they thoroughly
understand the
complicated and difficult scheme of
iirigation from wells.. On the other'
hand, there will be no "parentalism'N
that so often paralyzes Individual ef-'- ;
fort and makes the problems of the
newcomer ultimately more difficult.
13. P.
York, of the Rio Mimbres Irrigation company, has returned from
San Diego where he had a conference
with A. G. Spalding who is one of the
capitalists interested heavily in the
above named company. A novel feature of the development of this larg
tract of land, which reaches to with- a mile and a half of the Deming
townsite, will be the establishment according to Mr. Spalding, of a training
for baseball players. Mr.
college
Spalding, known as the father of baseball, has had this pet scheme for many
years, and he is now going to put it
into effect and has selected as a site
the town of Spalding, a few. miles
northwest of Deming. His attention
was first called to this climate when
he wintered the Chicago baseball
team at Faywood many years ago. Mr.
Spalding says that the winter's training put the team in splendid condition.
In fact, they showed better form the
d
year following their training' at
than ever or after in his experience. The only reaspn that permanent quarters were not establ.'shed fa
this section was on account of lack of
Mr. Spaldproper accommodations.
ing intends to supply those accommo'
dations now and to establish a college
where promising young players caa
be taken and given scientific instruction in the fine art of baseball. 119
says that there are hundreds of younij
players of the bush leagues of excellent promise who need only the proper
training, and that he expects to attract recruits from these leagues to
his training camps where he will have
employed the best baseball Ulent in
the United States. "For instanc ;." said
Mr. Spalding, "I telieve that at the
present time I can get Anson, of Chicago, as one of the trainei'i for my
s
camp and I know of other
men of world-widreputation who
will be available for such work."
While this is a hobby of Mr. Spalding's, still it has some connection with
his business. In the first place it is
a part of a scheme to make the town
of Spalding, N. M., the athletic center
for the southwest.
Polo grounds will
be laid off, an automobile speedway,
will
which wHl be seel'
ond to' none in the country, an elapor-- ;
ate club house will be built, golf links,""
tennis courts and all kinds of outdoor
sports will be provided for. It is well
known that A. G. Spalding is the head
of one of the largest sporting house
goods in the world. Its business last
year having amounted to about
So. in addition to its beine a
hobby of Mr. Spalding's there is a business side to his encouragement of
-

Wet. grounds.

fl

U

struggles.

l cn-P- li

which caused a reaction of half a
point or morn.
Bonds were steady..
When realizing stopped and buyi.ig
orders appeared it became evident
that there was not a great deal of
stock available at the lower level and
prices began to mend.
The list did not get up as high as
in the morning but gains of a point
or over were quite general. Selling
of the Virginia Carolina
chemical
stocks revived talk of unfavorable
trade conditions.
Fluctuations grew narrower with
the progress of the day and the mar- ket was more sensitive to the .movements in special stocks. Great Northern ore' was btd up several points.
Chesapeake and Ohio, 'on the other
hand, ran off from 57 J:2 to , 54
causing an easier tendency elsewhere.
The market closed strong. - '
Concerted buying in various parts
of' the list Btarted prices upwards at
a lively rate again. Union Pacific was
the leader and its rise to a level 3
points beyond yesterday's close had
an immediate tonic effect all around.
Stocks in which speculative interest
is largely of day to day character
showed the greatest strength.

i

Fay-woo-

first-clas-

sports.

Mr. Cook, the landscape gardner for
the Rio Mimbres Irrigation company,
will be here this week and seelct
definitely the site, having all the surveys for the above mentioned grounds
made under his personal direction.
There is. a splendid automobile road
between Deming and Spalding, it requiring only forty minutes to make
the trip. There was present at this
conference in San Diego besides Mr.
Spalding, Mr. L. G. Fisher, of Chicago,
who is also heavily interested in the
Rio Mimbres Irrigation company and
Mr.
P. York who will have charge
of the organiaztion of a selling force
of the company's land.
E. H. Bickford, manager of the Rio
Mimbres Irrigation company,
states
that development work is progressing
very sadsfactorllyT Four test wells
have been put down, two of them 200
feet and two of them 150. An excellent
showing is made in the water bearing
sand and gravel. The first well shows
Sr. feet
of water bearing material,
the second well 38 feet, the third well
57 feet and the fourth well 48
feet.
These test wells are now being ento
17
and casing driven down
larged
touowtng the large bit. The water-levin the wells put down varies
from 51 to 71 feet. All of the wells on
this large tract will be equipped with
1913 model Layne
& Bokler
pjumps having capacity of J200 gallons per minute and will be
opeiated
by Fairbanks-Morsgasoline engines.
Mr. E. p. York leaves today for
points in the east where he will organize a selling force for the above
named company.'

i.
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National League.
Chicago at St. Louis.
Pittsburg at Cincinnati.
Philadelphia at Boston.
Brooklyn at New York.

American League.
St. .Louis at Chicago.
ROOSEVELT WILL
New York at Washington.
LECTURE IN ARGENTINE.
Boston at Philadelphia.
24. Theodore
New York, June
Cleveland at Detroit two games.
Roosevelt will leave New York during the first week of October next to
American Association.
deliver a series of addresses In the
Louisville
at Columbus.
inof
on
subjects
Argentine Republic
Indianapolis at Toledo.
ternational social interest. IncidentKansas City at Milwaukee.
ally he will visit Brazil and Chile and
may make a trip into the tropical inHe goes to
pionship five times, tied with Michael terior of the continent.
Moran, the Irish champion, took third Argentine at the invitation of the
and fourth places with 313 each.
Museo Social. The addresses he has
National League.
John J. McDermott, open golf cham- in mind will be somewhat in characAt St. Louis (First game)
for
tied
United
of
the
in
States,
those
ter
to
Paris three years
pion
given
0
Chicago
fifth with T. O. Renouf, their totals ago.
1
St.
Louis
315
each.
being
DETROIT PITCHER
(Called end of first inning, account
'
"
.
GOES TO SIOUX CITY. of rain.)
JOE JACKSON IN
Sioux City, la., June 24. Pitchef
DEFINITELY SUSPENDED.
Senarlta Elena Calderoq, Daughter of the Bolivian Minister to the Uni
of the Detroit
Chicago, 111.. June 24. Outfielder Charles Wheatley,
ted States, and who It aald to be the prettiest South American girl In the
....0
Joe Jackson, of the Cleveland club, American league team, has been sign Brooklyn ... ...
Washington diplomatic set, it going to turope tor tne lumrner to get away
was indefinitely suspended by Presi ed by the Sioux City Western league New York ...
...
- from Washington'! burning tun.
Teaand
team.
Miller;
American
Stack, Ylngling
dent Johnson of the
league

Today's Games.

B. P. O. E.
GRAND LODGE

CONVENTION
ROCHESTER, N. Y.,

July7thtol2th.
RATE FROM

fcfiQ

POO.OO
SANTA FE,
Dates of Sale, July J, 4 and 5
Return Limit 30 days from
date of sale, within which time
original starting point must be
Low rates from all
reached.
other stations on the Santa Fe.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

Santa

Fe,

.

.

New Mexico

TUESDAY, JUNE 24, 1913.

SANTA FE

UNITED STATES BANK

&

ROOSTERS CANT
CROW AFTER 4. A. M.
IN EASTERN CITIES

TRUST CO.

Business

President.

J.

FOR

t

W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier

B. LAMY,

PROPERTY

Modern Brick Cottage, 2 blocks from Plaza,
Frame Cottage, 6 blocks from Plaza,
Room Modern Adobe Cottage. 2 blocks from Capitol,
Room Modern Brick Cottage, J blocks from Plaza,
Room Modern Adobe House, (double) rents for $45,

5 Room

5 Room Modern
X

6

I

6
10

FOR

SALE-RAN-

$3,800
2,500
3,000
4,800
5,000

'
1

(

watchdog's honest bark,, etc., and the
modern play by the genius Edmoud
Rostand is largely founded upon the
which the
crowing of chanticleer,
vainglorious rooster thinks awakens
the sun and brings back the light, but
it is a difficult thing to have a howl- dog in your neighbor's yard dis- turning your rest at night, and so the
crowing of a cock may be, and in this
case the trial judge thinks was a
nuisance which should be abated.
"If a man desires to have a rooster
and hens, he should remove them to
the country or the suburbs and let
the city residents sleep in peace."

-

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and 5addlers a Specialty.

Telephone

9

Ramon imcheco and .Miss Antonila
Sandoval were married yesterday by
jnv. Father Fourchegti. lioth the
contracting parties are of this city,
j.,,,,, Abbott and Helen Walker left
this morning for riuckman, whence
tht y will go to the home of Judge
bolt in Frijoles canyon for an extend
ed stay.
Venceslao .Taramillo and wife, left
this morning for their home, at El Rito.
Accompanying them lor an extended
visit were Misses Martinez and
Ab-in- g

j

Del-gad-

A

It.

CONFESSION

Santa

Fe to

Salt Lake City, Utah,

$34.50

leaves
Miss Edna Abrabamson
Friday next for a visit to her old
Hines. Ala. "I must confess", snvs home in Racine, Wis., and will be
Mrs. Iula Mae Reid, of this place, "thai missed in mimical and social c ircles
Cardui, the woman's tonic, has done me l v hor mnnv Simla iv friends.
a great deal of good.
'E(iwj
h.'hoIi, representing the El
Before 1 commenced using Cardui, l;PaEo Urldse and Iron
company, la in
'fateto attend the openin
SSS JnvVJ-'ni'L1!!".city
today
was
f Ullls for a UI"'S' over Blue can- irregular. I cnulif hardlv riraa armmri
and would have severe headaches
"(ar Socorro on the Camino Real.
Prof. Alvan N. White, who lett yestinuously.
Since taking Cardui. I have entirelv Iterday to attend the summer normal!
kciiuuj miu me nau .vnmiei t uuiiiy
ijuu iuiiiu ui wiiai I eai. jcvuryuilllg
seems to digest all riuht. and 1 haveistitute. mav also visit the Mora coun- gained 10 pounds in weight."
ity jn8,itte before returning, which
If you are a victim of any of the numer-- 1
opened Monday.
vu3 ins ou kuiiuiiuu io your sex, u is
,T.
H. Toulouse was in the city a
wrong to suffer.
few hours yesterday, returning to Al- For half a century, Cardui has been reAt the national meeting
lieving just such ills, as is craven bv the buquerque.
thousands of letters, similar to the above, Mr. Toulouse was chosen a member of
which pour into our office, year by year. the board of auditors of the BrotherLardin is successful because it is com- hood of American Yeomen.
Senator Thomas B. Catron arrived
posed of ingredients which act specifically
on the womanly constitution, and helps ir. Santa Fe on delayed No. 9 last
build the weakened organs back to health
right, arriving here after 3 a. in. Tho
and strength.
senator states that he was called home
Cardui has helped others, and will help
from
Washington on important busi-- !
Get a bottle todav. You
you, too.
ness and will be here about two weeks,
won't rep ret it. Your rlrnoirUt spIIk it
.1. W. Miller, who has been in Santa
C'it'iiooMMdlcineCo..Ud!es,AJ.
pe am vicinity for several weeks past,
Wr""; Chattanooga.
Tenn., for Hpecwl
l,
stmctmiis on your case and
book, "Home ileft for Albuquerque yesterday,
(or Women." sent in plain rppr. NC120
will
!ing accepted a position which
jkHpn him on the road, a line of work
which has been his for a number of
-

1913.

July 712,

DATES OF SALE JULY 4, 5, 6, 1913.

)

Allowed In Both Directions

Stop-Ove- rs

Within Final Limit.

Jjithe

i

Jn--

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.

sxjki

r",

I

f TRADE MARK

WATER MARK

IF, YOU BUSINESS MEN
power of first-claonly realized the business-buildin- g
stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
ss

And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
100
efficient, you would specify

Dancing

Dsponincni years.

Word received by the doctor from
Mrs. Test's Classes in Firemen's Hall Mrs. Harrison and his daughter, Miss
are
Children's Class Begins Friday, June 20. 3 1'. M Nellie, is to the effect that they
'
"
" 8 "
enjoying their outing at Long Heach.
Adult Practice Class "
Assembly IteKinsFriday, June 20,9 to 11.30 P.M. There are many Santa Fe people at
Private Lessons. Fancy Uuneinir Tauglit.
that popular ocean resort this year.
The Harrisons will remain there probably through July.
The Lag Graces Citizen says: Mrs.
CO. Frank W. Parker stopped here SaturKAUNE
day morning enroute from Santa Fe
to El Paso to visit her daughter, Miss
the Price Lillian, who is here visiting friends.
Where Quality Governs
Judge Parker last week sold one of
and Price the Quality
his houses in El Paso for $4,000 and
immediately
purchased another one
for $!),()00 In that coming metropolis
of the great southwest.
lts not a new Idea, but one
H. B. Hoke, of Las Vegas, was in
well worth considering when
the city yesterday, on his way home
from Taos. He eame up here and
you buy your Groceries. The
went over to the old trading post, by
purity and wholesomeness of
all foods sold in our store
the way of Barranca and Woody's,
Is your best kind of H?altr
and from Taos went up to the Arroyo
Insurance for you. Inferior
Hondo. Mr. Hoke had a huge time
goods are not sold by 18. We
fishing and good luck attended his ef
leave that to thos who wist
forts. He returns to Las Vegas much
HIGH
to take chances.
pleased with his trip over this whole
QUALITY AND A PRICE AS
country.
W. Q. Fossett, grand chancellor for
LOW A3 THIS QUALITY
WILL PERMIT Is the basis
the Knights of Pythias of New Mexico
accompanied by his wife and family,
upon which we want our
P'ease
arrived in the city this morning from
reputation to rest
in Mr.
remember this.
Roswell, coming overland
Fossett's auto. After a brief stop
here, they continued to Las Vegas
where Mr. Fossett will visit the K. of
P. chapter. He will return to Santa
JUST RECEIVED
of Fe and meet with the local lodge Friday night.
Boss
Arthur Murphy was in from Dal- ton's place on the Pecos last evening,
PURE FOODS
where he and Albert Fischer are
located and are greatly enjoying camp
Monarch Canned Goods,
life. Mr. Murphy looks well, and has
Richelieu Canned Goods,
flesh. He reports that there
Hunt's Hand Peeled Califo- gained
are quite a number of parties camped
rnia Canned Fruits.
in that section and all are more than
rewarded when they go fishing for the
CHASE & SANBORN'S
speckled beauties. He returns to the
Coffee.
mountains today.
Fen ton J. Spaulding and bride returned Sunday from the Valley ranch
where they had been spending the
past two weeks. Mr. Spaulding and
KAUNE
GO. Miss Ruth Schwartz of Wickliffe,
H.
Kentucky, were married at Las Vegas, June 11th by Rev. Anderson, the
ceremony occurring at Rev. Anderson's home. Immediately after the
Sflfc
weddins, they left for the Valley

I
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School of

THE AMERICAN

j

8

S.

Another car load
Patent Flour.

(Fac-Simi-

y

,

Water-Mar-

t)

V-

The De Luxe Business Paper
.
.

because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is Ear beyond the average Bond Paper in quality

-

P,

N. Ml

Si

For

PHONE 180

HAY WARD

AND REST CONTENT.

Is This a Bargain

?

B.

HAYWARD,

MANAGER,

8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

WHY BE BAKED OVER A HOT STOVE?
When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFINO
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol ? have a fine
assortment of the Sterneau "Inferno," all
e
chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
meal, and the percolators which will make a cup
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
I

high-grad-

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

THE STAR BARN
-

W. A. WILLIAMS,

-

PROPRIETOR.

GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE

PONIES.

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

Phone 139.

Re-

PROMPT SERVICE.

310 San Francisco St.
S3

Hay, Grain

The Best That Can be Bought
AT ANY PRICE

Take no chances on either
when a small amount will give
you the protection that you
need, and when you do use insurance get the best, as it is
the cheapest, and

Flour

We Can Save You Money.
Telephone a Trial Order. Phone 214 J.
We Buy and Sell for Cash.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

ALWAYS SEE

-:-

-

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL.

Guaranteed Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

FRANK M. JONES,

IIIIIKIIIIIIIIIIIII

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. OXONNELL, Mgr., - 16 Galisteo St.

Office United States Bank Building
(FIRST FLOOR)

who has purchased the Insur
ance Business of the L. A.

1

lines ,
tiarvev
' -J
j - fttrnnr
good companies, good protection
Ao-rnr-v

iHENRY KRICK- e-

qj

DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New Mex.

THE

pern

erode ry

COMPANY

ipi:

mmmBammammam

1

Mrs. Warner
Is now furnishing us
with her fresh HOME
MADE BREAD and
ROLLS, PIES, COFFEE CAKES, LAYER
CAKES, Etc., every
hour in the day. If
you have tried them
we need say no more,
but if you have not,
get busy, you don't
know what you have
been missing.

Fresh Vegetables Daily
We save yon moneyon
STRAWBERRIES

FOR

PRESERVING.

SUMMER TOURIST

RATES
I

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO,
--

Denver,

.

.

Pueblo,

.

.

Chicago,

.

.

St. Paul, .
New York,

.

TO-

$21.10 Colorado Springs, $18.15
16.35 Salt Lake, Ogden, 40.00

....

51.85 St. Louis,
51.85 Buffalo, N. Y.,

.

47.35
66.45

.

78.85 Atlantic City, . . 79.35
On sale daily June 1st to Sept. 30lh. Return limit, October
3 1st, except that to points east of Chicago and St. Louis
return limit is 60 days from date of sale.
.

CALIFORNIA

LOS ANGELES.

SAN DIEGO,
On

SAN FRANCISCO,

P4i.OD

OAKLAND,

sale daily, June 1st to Sept. JOtb,

191

J- -

BE
fiCC
OO.OO

Return limit, October

31

st, 1913

SPECIAL EXCURSIONS
LOS ANGELES,

FINE CANDIES

SAN DIEGO,

SAN FRANCISCO,

$4U.iJ

C

BJA B

E

OAKLAND,

Return limit, August 31st.
July 1, 2, J, 4, 5, 6, 7.
29.
Return limit, Oct. 22, 1913.
26.
28,
27,
25,
Aufust 22, 2J.24,

Dates of sale, June
Also on sale

JO,

SUMMER TOURI5T RATES
other points io the United States and Canada.

on sale to many

For further particulars call on or address.
SANTA FE,
1 H. S. LUTZ, Agt.,

-

Bst

Quality.

.
.

PLATE GLASS

a

ar

WITH

.
.

$1.13
$1.39
$2.69
$3.23

IF IT'S REAL ESTATE, HAYWARD HAS IT.

for
Compound.

Tea and

character impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
really productive-Jus- t
S.
specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
difference.Let us show you samples.
Where Prices
;
new MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY. AGENTS.
BUiU

INSURE

'

FINAL RETURN LIMIT, OCTOBER 31.

.

.
.

FIRE, LIFE,

111-

EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION

.

Room

with
no

INSURANCE

con-'s'0-

ACCOUNT ANNUAL CONVENTION

Skirts, Wide Embroidery Flouncing
Skirts Trimmed in Lace and Embroidery

JOSEPH

Hopes Her Statement, Made Public, auto party enroute to the coast who ' '
spent, the night in the city.
will Help Other Women.
on

enver&Bio Grande R.R.

.

.
.

Price, $1,825.00. Reasonable Terms.

is prompt and effective.

Dan Hamill, B. S. Wyat.t and wife, Foley's Honey and Tar
jand W. S. Hill and wife all of Den-- ; The Capital Pharmacy
ver, were members of an overland

.

adobe house on Galisteo Street, with city water and electric lights; no bath. Lot 55x158 feet with a dozen bearing fruit
trees, chicken bouse and yard, Adobe barn in need of repairs. Two
hundred dollars added to purchase price of this property in way of
repairs and improvements will greatly enhance value.

-

went to San Juan Pueblo to be pres- - persons.

.

Skirls in Fine Nainsooks, Embroidered
Skirls Trimmed In Lace and Insertion

.

. .

Six-roo-

and bark-- j
jand left his brother-in-laOn
ing dog on guard over the skunk
roling its master's absence the terrier
abandoned its post and started post-- I
haste after him. Then from his position' behind the tree the brollier-inlaw began imitating a harking dog.
and every time the skunk moved be
burked.
When Richmond
finally returned
exvilli the gun his brother-in-laclaim hoarsely:
"Kill that
skunk
quick," and he did as commanded, to
the chagrin of both men.

ent und do police there today during U comes in a yellow package,
jthe annual fiesta of the Indians of beehive on carton. It contains
Take no
substitute
jthat pueblo.
opiates.

W

.
.

r

John R. Mc.Vlanus. warden of the
A substitute in medicine Is never
penitentiary .returned to the city last
night from a trip to the road camp for the benefit of the buyer, Never be
near Algodones and a short stop in A- pursnaded to buy anything but Foley's
Work for the New Mexican. H IB
lbuquerque.
Honey and Tar Compound for coughs
Fe
and
voiking for you, for Santa
Gus Hunter, of the mounted police, and colds for children or for grown
the new state.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Round Trip Excursion Fare,

i

.
.

SKIRTS

making SPECIAL REDUCTIONS on all
White Underskirts for Ladies.

210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.

I

,.,

ANS

(JASPER ST.

ma

ani-da- y

Phone, 189 J.
:
:
119 San Francisco St.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico-

104 DON

1

:"

(C. A. BISHOP)
BONDS-LO-

BARKS FOR HOUR
TO SCARE SKUNK.

.

O. C. WATSON & CO.
SURETY

$1.50
$2.00
$4.00
$5.00

125 Palace Ave

winsted. Conn.. June IM. My imi- """"
a harking deg for a whole hour
,"'
Itating
,u,K",r
sn l. the
those months the lawyer
Frank I van returned !tt Mount rartnel man
Attorney
standing behind
rooster go on the job a 4:30 a. m., lat night from a trip to .Mbuyuerque
he ,lml
tree
8klmk
,0,Ight
and that it was impossible tor him (,n business.
!at bny for ,.
wh(,n
to sleep owing to the incessant crow-- i
Walter JI. Taber, the c.lorieta mer-- j wi,pr.in.t:,w P ! ui,i,mn,i
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chant, and his wife, are spending the ed wI(h a Km, !in'(i dispalclied the
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In deciding the rooster to he a
the city.
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it WHS discovered that, it was
Airs. Hugh Gllniore entertained a; fust, in a steel trap,
nuisance, Judge Mc.Michael said:
Richmond and the former's hull ter
"Without citing authorities, that few friends informally yesterday art-- j
which may be perfectly proper under ernoon at bridge.
rj,,r VVere out in the country when the
is dog espied the skunk. The loud bark.lose C. Hnca of L;is Vegus,
certain
circumstances becomes a
nuisance ' under other circumstances, spending a few days in Santa Ke, the ing of the terrier prompted the men
Thus the barking of a dog or the crow- - guest, of his brother, Pi laclelfo Baca, tc investigate, and they found dog and
Clarence J. Roberts, chief justice skunk facing each other, hut some dis
ing of a cock may be pleasant sounds
in the country, and undoubtedly have of the supreme court, is roughing it itance apart.
been praised by the poets. Thus wejthis week on the ranch of V. George!
Richmond volunteered
to go hack
ihome, a half hour's walk, for a gun.
have Ryrons' Tib sweet to hear the Webster in Colfax county.

Four Room Modern Brick Cottages
Five Room Modern Brick Cottajte
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MRS. W. LINDHARDT

GOODS

WHITE

LADIES'
We are

.Mr.
ranch lor a brief honeymoon.
Spatilding is the editor of the Santa
Fe Trail, a new magazine which made
its initial appearance this month.
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(Owing to the great Interest man!
fested in the Personal Column, the
Philadelphia, June 24. A rooster New Mexican requests Its readers to
crows a send in by mail (a postcard will do)
tlml emits forty to forty-fivminute at the break of day may be or by telephone (call "31") Items of
all right in the country, but In the this column. By doing so the readfavor on the New
ers will confer
city it's a nuisance. So decided Judge
Mexican and on their friends. ComMcMichael In court.
munications sent by mail should bear
And by way of emphaiiis the jurtgo
(the signature of the writer),
granted an injunction against Cliaa.
h. Tull who has a hennery in the rear
X
TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:
of his home at 2818 North Twelfth
the Postal Tele- street.
The injunction, which was 'S Telephone
graph company If you do not get
sought by P. A. Wildemuth, a lawyour paper and one will be de- yer living ut 1208 Cambria street, re- A livered to you at one?.
strains Tull from keeping the crowing rooster, where it may be a source
of annoyance to neighbors.
Walter B. Hoke of I.as Vegas, is
Attorney WildiTinutli alleged that spending a day or two in the capital.
tim rooster nau ueen annoying mm
m.
mu
eient m ...
vjton,aies, l i:uiiui)
F.M
.1.
flnllir
lout tl,,.flU v.... i(i 1.., tlml .....
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..MTjAmoa county, is in me city jram AUt--
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Need a rest after a famous Pecos river, the Hudson of
Here's the New Mexico.
work?
strenuous year's
Among the visitors this week might
place for you.
Want to have a good time in God's be mentioned Mrs. A. M. Loomis, Mrs.
Want, to fish? J. H. Happer, Mrs. W. B. Latta, Mrs.
great
chauHide horseback? Like good sport in Roxie JxxjmiB, W. H. Latta and
who are
touring
of
El
Paso,
ffeur,
the open?
Come to Valley Ranch, the Switzer New Mexico in their WInton Six. They
land of America, on the banks of the are all most enthusiastic in theii
Are you tired?
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The knowledge that you have an account in this bank the old
est banking institution in New Mexico will give you a standing
among all with whom you deal that cannot be obtained otherwise.
Moreover, you can always give the bank as reference when you desire
credit.

praise of the Valley Ranch and Mr.
Latta greatly enjoyed fishing, returning to the ranch one day with a beautiful string of trout.

We cordially

of Cape Girardon, Mo.,
is here this week ,and says he is
from the "show me" state, but hasn't
been shown anything as beautiful as
Valley Ranch since he loft nome.
M. Dempsey,

All of Today's Newo Today

port duty.
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touching the present political conditions
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successful political experiences
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SEES IT
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prejudices and
should so
had fairly
to
the lr ogress.ve par .
7a"
to JraTp the spirit of the rank and file of
know tha the
movement
who really understand the Progressive
zeal to which the
voters in It are actuated by a sort of evangelistic
and
They would rather go it alone
is repugnant.
"their isolation even if some advanta ge

Rop

Springer Stockman.
Those Boys.

Let the school boys kick up their
heels and have oceans of sport, now
that vacation is here. Now is their
time for sport. However, parents
The Dawn Of Tomorrow.
should see that it is innocent sport,
a
had
that
the
of
One
when
big plays
ond there are hours enough
lomorof
great run was "The Dawn
there is light. The gatherings about
"
a
it tnld the story of Glad, poor the streets after night are not calcumu.
iriv whii was netting badly battered in
lated to improve their morals and
life's big struggle, and she preached f ixh liberties should not be permitted.
seme great sermons during tne piog-rtsSocorro Chieftain.
of the play.
Same Here.
o
Among other good things saia
Never let up on boosting our cliGlad was this:
mate. It is our greatest asset and will
"Tell you what, there's a lot or eventually make this particular secthings happens in this world, and I've tion famous. Raton and delightful
seen about half of them, I have. But climate are synonomous and it is only
there's one thing I ain't never come necessary to impress this fact on the
across yet a thing as was as bad as minds of residents in Jess favored secwhat you thought it was.
tions of the country to secure an an"I'm used to being cold and hungry, nual crop of thousands of tourists and
but J always like to see what's coming others seeking a delightful climate
There's always tomor t'uring the hot months. Raton Retrmnrrnw.
rows. There's got to be. We've all of porter.
1 don't hold with
us. got tomorrows.
No Dead Town.
yesterdays,
about over
messing
For the sake of the "dead town"
I hilosophers, we desire to call to their
They're done with. When its TuesAnd
attention just one item in the stateday, 'taint Monday no more.
Wednesday that's coming may be ments printed last week for the First
chock full of good luck."
National and the Alamo State banks
n better nhilosotmy was ever utter
of this city. That one item in each
Tllfi Fil'St
la I ho HonnuitH
ed than that of Glad, the waif and if
followed it, we would have Xationaj si10wa deposits amounting to
i humanity
........
.
...
inn- a ,
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and it is facing
in thai party at the present time

.ci
mnra nntn n
'
able world. We are all of us apt to $137,391 (;i subject to check. There is
( s. ue
h
jiKkinc the return of the logre .ssi
think little of tomorrow when we can Ul(J modeBt sum of $:S3,11; deposited
m.o
come
duck
will
if
.,, to the rectify many of the errors of the past ,
Inflicted
they
nt
t,vn hankB i,v the oeoole of this
'
,,. liack.
we can have another chance, jt cality. almost enough to buy a new
to lie seriously considered uy tut. r
iilml
when
.u.
....ih...lRtio members of that party to ne any
and who among us does not need that hammer for the vicious and visional
forward.
chance?
They started out to , go
1, a(jer 0f the anvil chorus in the Civic
r
..nmintr break in the Democratic party, other
Glad is right when she says things
of cyuiclam. Alamogordo News-arnever as bad as we think them. Advertiser.
We get some awful knocks, but al-- ;
Very Modest
ways, there's tomorrow. We all knowThe
copipB of the laws
printe(J
ranks of the Progressive party.
how many bridges we try to cross beed at the ,ast s(,gsion of Ule 1egls.
strongest political organization, as it fore we get to them and often tenL
hBld iast wintr, have been
Leived
get to them, they're not there.
the volume was receiv- watchword.
is
the
not
plunder,
as
1
The yesterdays are done with
and conditions, and principle,
did not annreciate one
.i,ral
lilad says. Iet us look toward toii.or
row.
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THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE
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as there

the

of the good points of this legislature,
and that is its modesty in not passing
laws. Generally the book containing
the laws passed by a New Mexico legislature is a volume of from 300 to 400
pages. Assisted by the gifted veto
pen of Governor McDonald the product of this legislature was so small
that it was able to print it nil, including joint and unjointed resolutions, on ISO pages. The modest volume will stand as a memorial for the
first legislature and a model for future
legislatures. Lordsburg Liberal.

would not have been a sign of one to talk about.

.

.

0

Tiffin, Ohio, June 24. Miss Agnes
O'Connor, Tiffin's wealthiest woman,
was married to Carol E. Schmidt, a
law student of this city and a man of
weal tli. ,
The romance of the bride began
when she, as the daughter ot por parents in Joplin, Mo., was accustomed
to deliver the daily supply of milk
to the home of the late Senator
Thomas O'Connor, millionaire mine
owner. He became interested in tne
ihild, legally adopted her and made
her his heiress.

Katherine L. Norton, New Bedford,
Mass., says: "I had a terrible pain
across my back, with a burning and
scalding feeling. I took Foley Kidney
Pills as advised, with results certain
and sure. The pain and burning feeling left me, I felt toned up and invigorated. I recommend
Foley Kidney
rheumatism,
Fills." For backache,
lumbago and all kidney and bladder
ailments, use Foley Kidney Pills. The
Capital Pharmacy.

chneed his mind and by this
whom
man
opinion
puDlic
one
of
"I
shift
widen
u
us.
ot
rest
over,..,
the
like
human being
i.rlnneed for a generation, to the amount or neany piinifp of- renresenta- .
rtf the fact that tne people ai ia.isc, u. .!,:.
took steps
income tax-- ana
had sa d very plainly that they wanted an
ma- cumbersome
the
as
soon
as
to make M constitutionally possible just
.......
.
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.e
,1
he moved.
no right to nullify a law
first created the supreme court assumed
"'- passed by congress and the constitution was ratified only
did
"sJit
that
assured
been
had
needed
whose votes were
the. right it did so very cautiously at
When later the court began to usurp
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all hut one of its supreme udges
for usurpVd powe" by requiring that at least can be nullified by judicial demust concur before an act of the legislature
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Wnen we get a federal constitutional convenuu..,
come in handy.

and offered
says the carpenter who wanted a postofflce
to get it for him.
dollars
thousand
a
Works
Senator
was log! .mate because
the carpenter explained that he thought it
WL the custom to give the boss carpenter tips, in the business in which
it
he was engaged, to get employment.
law. It is a
of n
This is just another argument in favor
is employed, whether buying a job
it
where
case
in
every
of bribery
spec
in a
or eetting better service in a hotel or more attention that sleeper.
an offer of one
thought
It s demonstrated that if the carpenter
a
to
mastership was
post
senator
get
States
dollars to a United
get confused
as
he
might
be
to
postmaster
I "tlv then he was unfit,
as to the proper use of Uncle Sam s money.
in
It all evenu. it is but another evil that has been brought to light
has
alouf with a good many others, by means of the lobby investigation. Itsome
and revealed
facts
some
interesting
mighty
given the American people
rotten conditions that need drastic rectification.
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rather

one St. louis brewery-Thetnobottles of beer a day is the output ofand
a desire to consume
shipped
amount
being
ledge of so great an
men soused in our own United
a share of is probably what keeps so many
States.
is
are told that the bubble cup in use in public places
us
these scientific investigators, they won t let
drinTout oVtS?USrt.ir.t
itself, even when we lie flat down and
And now we

e

it direct.
Vt., recently celebrated his one
Sedgwick W. Bldwell. of Middlebury, 80
years he has been a preacher.
For
nearly
d
third
birthday.
hundred
hogshead.
the
stored
sermons
by
his
have
He must
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i La Salle
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i CHARLEY GANN, Prop'r
i
European Plan.
At All Hours.
i1 Meals
Rooms in Connec

WOQDY'S STAGE LIN E
From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Elegant
tion. Steam Heat,
Electric Lights and Baths.

RATES: 50c and 75c PER DAY.
241 San Francisco Street.
Near S, W. Corner Plaza,
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Charlie Barrett, who knows the farm
"folks," says
"We must have an adequate system
There is much being
of marketing.
saw
I
first
a
and
friend
that
rression
done in irrigation and drainage and in
on a mug in a china store. We had
tenehine' the hpst uses of the soil. Re
both been battered in a financial way
sides the general publicity given these
and were feeling a little down in the
questions SMl) papers directly teacn
n.t.utt, but he laughed as we saw tho
scientific farming. The market probwords on the mug and bought it, relem is not a trivial matter. It emhad
He
the
truth."
"That's
marking,
braces good roads, cold storage, wareas
reckoned
on easy street and
houses, railroad facilities and helpful
if
wealthy but had been hard hit. But
By
freight rates and farm credits.
CHARLES S. BARRETT.
poverty can efface affection I cannot
stopping the waste of food because
see how plenty should, and if it does,
man or woman of the least marketing is clumsy, we can benefit
the fault is in the person. 1 guess it about any
local prominence anywhere, that he the consumer, and better our own
'
is in either case.
could not recite their complete bio condition, which is a big program.
"Although you might suppose that
graphy.
Incidentally, if he sent a
farmers
nameone
his
of
to
thought little about the white
silver
spoon
every
EDITORS.
THE
AMONG
sakes, he would be bankrupt for 99 slave traffic, we fought for the Mann
act.
And, state by state, we help
years.
Ups And Downs.
do many things not as partisan poll,
'
"We all have our ups and downs,'
Chas. S. Barrett is president of the ticians, but as citizens with a great
remarked the Wise Guy. "That's
stake in the general welfare of the
Educational and
Farmers'
whole country."
right," agreed the Single Mug. "Wheu
of
an
union,
nearly "A stake
organization
we are not being shown up and are bein the country! That is
is
which
3,000,000 people,
growing by the
basis
of
the Japanese question."
ing called down." Clovis Journal.
BarHence
the thousands annually.
Alfalfa Food.
Barrett considered gravely. "To deof "the
travel
and
rett's
knowledge
fer the actual settlement of a race
The department of agriculture is
.
folks."
problem only piles up the cost in
trying to educate the public to the U89
the
Some
all
weeks
independent money, in blood, in grief, in disruptago
of alfalfa as a breakfast food. Some
and "uplift ion. For the alien race grows while
of the old boys who hitherto have newspapers, farm papers,
for him we
were
clamoring
magazines"
compromise and defer. It is not
merely mingled their alfalfa with their
of agriculture. For that, one of those questions which are apt
breakfast food will probably now try ai secretary
he was no more responsible than for to simply adjust themselves, through
to separate the two. 'Raton Range.
this iuterview both cases being tres growth. But the growth beside each
Can Shake Hands.
spasses of friends.
other of two different races makes
The sheemnen can still shake hands
Of course," said Barrett, "I would the problem more acute as time goes
with themselves over the possibility have appreciated the honor, but I on. We want people who can merge
that they will not be wiped out alto- don't see how I could have accepted socially and equally. Each land must
Who would take over my hard sen onrefiillv to that, in order to Droe-gether. Mutton is better meat thaa
whan IhaM (on 'f ontT TTIOTIPV In ress toward a real democracy without
perk and the fleece of the hog has
J
never been bolstered up by a high ira- - it? I almost never get home or have class distinction.
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Leave Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrivea at
Taos at 7 p.m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding towns. Wire Embudc

station.

CHRISTIAN

MAYES

ENDEAVOR

LICONYfcNIlUN
SundavSchoolAssociation
SANTA FE, N. M.

For this occasion the Santa Fe
Railway will sell tickets from all
points in New Mexico to Santa Fe
fare
and return at one and
for the round trip.
Dates of sale, June 29th to July
3rd. Return limit, July 8th, 1913.
For particulars, see Santa Fe
Agents.

INSURANCE
Life, Accident

Fire,

Plate Glass, Etc. Etc

REAL ESTATE

one-fift- h

H. S. LUTZ,

FE, N. M.

SANTA

Agt,

City Property, Farms

Ranches, Orchards
Land drants, Etc

Surety Bonds
Of

"Fixit Shop"
For Repairing: of All Kinds
in Metal and Wood

All Kinds.

Telephone 194 W., Room 24
LAUGHLIN

BUILDING,

-

SANTA FE

NEW MEXICO

GUNS, BICYCLE,
LOCK, KEY

UPHOLSTERING
128 Galisteo

and

SPECIALTIES

St. Phone

109 J

EUGENE NADEAU, PROPRIETOR,

"'Former Master Mechanic
Sacramento Shaft, Bitbee. Arizona,

touches

and shows that even in poverty,

be-1!- !

5?wS jTsitip."

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

"A:isr:Di

GOOD MARKET SYSTEM IS CRYING
Can't Kill It.
"A woman in Brooklyn is asking a
HEAD OF FARMERS UNION
divorce and alimony from her husSho
a
physician.
prosperous
band,
says she married him when she was a
Man Who Heads Powerful Organiza-smal- l a day of rest. My life is spent travelfactory girl and he a clerk with a,
tion of 3,000,000 Farmers ls Only ing and behind closed doors with the
Prosperity killed hi
salary.
White Man Who Has Not Sought various organizations. None of the
for her, she declares.
work is easy. Farmers are very indeOff.ce in Georgta.
cases.
of
countless
one
is
"It
pendent and a bit suspicious of losing
Ixjs
Angeles
There
through
slipped
love.
kill
to
There)
Poverty is also said
fraction of freedom by joining any
a
on
his
journeys,
perpetual
is a famous adage to the effect that recently,
"Resides." he
nprmnnpnt nrernniy.ntinn
more
railman
has
who
a
traveled
love ilies out of the window when povthe cabi
into
I
had
"if
gone
laughed,
miles
than
excepting
road
any other,
erty comes in at the door.
men in the railroad business; a man net I would have lost my present dis"Neither poverty nor prosperity whose mileage where railroads do not tinction of being the only white man
kills love. It can survive either; it run defies comDetition: who knows in Georgia who has never held or
can even grow stronger with the nc these United States intimately, and wanted a public office."
cess of riches or the pinch of want
ro. ou.ia .iiuii
J r.
C JJ
nilUlVU
Quiet, inconspicuous, plain to blunt-nes- s
.
..
t, fn,.,.A tlit.
hv Some
hr,i- - ivl'ilt-m...
man living, mis wouueriui
in his speech, full of humor that
otner
;any
modern philosopher. I do not lust see memory
;
it has never a sting in it, it is almost Imjs llis on!y Ruide-boowhy either richen or poverty can really wouia hardly be possible to inquire possible to realize that to his effort
is due the growth of an organization
destroy an affection between man and!
wife, and while the strain of poverty
from almost nothing in members or
U
from
is awful and the drawbacks
money, to perhaps the largest, most
very hard to endure, yet I have seca
powerful and effective force on the
in mv life some of the happiest peo
continent and in barely seven years.
v:e
That is. It is hard to realize unless
ple in the world among those whim .ul
,.
,
ou. ,
one knows unquenchable love for his
call poor ,
fellow man and his passion for service.
reai, gnnaiug, nopeiess povei .jr. "...
nrn
His fundamental democracy, his disouiuc Dersons in our own countiy
regard for money, and that clear comenduring, where they dn not really
mon sense which recognizes the es
know what the next day will bring, is
sential human faults and virtues of
enough to cast a shadow, and really
"folks."
"Folks" high in position
ve a B(jrt of hop(.1(,S4 view nf
"folks"
and poverty stricken,
lowly
j things.
and all the way between.
And yet now and tnen out from
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Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

Work for the New Mexican. It
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.
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THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
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The Montezuma Hotel

MILK GIRL ONCE.

NEED OF

all
rr ink to other corporations or lobbies, and it was

$245,000.

NEW MEXICO.

FARMER." SAYS

,

and we aswith the

account

Capital, Surplus and Profits,

VALLEY RANCH,

THE VALLEY RANCH,

invite you to open a checking

sure you every courtesy and accommodation
compatible
principles of sound banking.
Four per cent interest paid on Time Deposits.

r Booklet Free on Request
99

Ip

your credit.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Small holding claim No. 5277.
Serial No. 015207.
Department of the Interior,

United States Land Office.
Saata Fe, N. M., May 24, 1913.
Notice Is hereby given that tiie
claimant has filed
following-namenotice of his Intention to make final
proof Jn support of h'.s claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of
March 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854). as
amended by the act of February 21,
1893 (27 Stats., 470) and that said
proof will be made before Abel Perea,
d

at Bernalillo, N.
County Clerk,
M., on July 10, 1913, viz: Francisco
Mora, of Cuba, N. M., for the lot 1,
Sec. 21, and lots 4, 5 and 6, Sec. 16,
T. 21 N., R. 1 W.
He names the following witnesses
adto prove his actual continuous
verse possession of said tract for
twenty yearB next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
Tranqullino Romero, Jose Andres
ArChibeque, Culso Sandoval, Felipe
Salazar, all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the la a and regulations of
the interior department why such
proof should not be allowed will he
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant
FRANCISCO DELOADO.

Where
Shall We
Go This
Summer?
Upon the correct answer to this
question will depend much of
the pleasure of your outing.
Why not avail yourself of the
assistance of the undersigned,
one of the Santa Fe's summer
tour specialists? His help will
cost you nothing, but you will
find it Invaluable.

Why Not Visit
Colorado,

Grand

Canyon,

Cali-

fornia, the Northwest Chicago,
Adirondacks, the Northern Lake
Regions, or the Atlantic Coast
Resorts this summer?
Information
about
summer fares and train service,
etc., sent promptly, If you
Complete

above-mention-

cross-examin-

Register,

H.

S. LUTZ, Agent,
SANTA FE,

KL0 NEW MEXICO

i
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Now Are The Days
Children Need Care
to Little
Summer Heat Dangerous
Ones Whose Bowels are Neglected.
A mother cannot do better for her
children than to teach them from their
earliest days regularity of the bowels.
Regularity can be promoted without
'the child knowing it by watching Its
food and by so varying the food that
all the elements of digestion are used,
when nature will do the rest. The
future health of the child depends
upon this.
But try as you wiJl there are times
when the little one will become constipated and billious. In hot weather
Immediate attention is necessary, as
many serous diseases result from younger now than his years.
stuffed-uDon t give salts
bowels.
Every druggist sells Dr. Caldwell's
or cathartics or purgatives, us they Syrup Pepsin, and the price is only
are too harsh, but give a gentle, fifty cents and one dollar a large
bowel stimulant like bottle. It will cure constipation and
pleasant-tastinDr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. It has biliousness in young or old, break up
been used by the children of this as a cold and stop summer diarrhoea by
well as a former generation, and thou- ridding the bowels of the poisons and
sands of families are proud to speak germs that cause the trouble. It is a
well of it, among whom we can men- grand family laxative, with valuable
tion Mrs. Louise Reynolds, 909 Jack- tonic properties.
Families wishing to try a free sam- son St., Lynchburg, Va who is glad
to recommend it, and Mr. Chas. W.I pie bottle can obtain it, postpaid, by
Allen, Manor, Tex., who writes that addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 418
he often felt Mo years old, but feels 'Washington, St. Monticello, III.

I

across the threshold.
Splinters were
taken out of his face and his wounds
were tied up. Judge Smith held a
coroner's inquest Sunday
morning.
It appears that the two men had been
drinking and smoking cigarettes and
one of the cigarette stumps was probably thrown carelessly into the clothes
and set them alire. This In turn prob- ably set off a dynamite cap and that
exploded some powder they had for
'use in placering. Part of the wall had
jbeen blown in and the door had been
Pablo Flores will lose
shattered.
one of his blind eyes, but will recover
He is a pauper and is being supported
Hiilsboro Free Press,
by the county.

j

Just
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"BLOOD IS THICKER THAN WATER"

MASONIC.
Montezuma

Without good red blood a man has a weak heart and poor nerves. Thinness of
the blood, or anaemia. Is common in younil folks as well as old. Especially Is it
the case with those who work in illy ventilated iactories-- or those who are shut
up indoors In winter time with a coal stove burnins up the oxyRen or emitting
carbonic (oxide) Ras. This blood, or blood which lacksthe
red blood corpuscles,
in anaemic people may have been caused by lack ol Hood fresh air breathed into
lungs, or by poor digestion or dyspepsia.
Sometimes people su'ter intense
heart which is not heart disease at all, but caused by indigestion,
pain over the
the cause, there'sjust one remedy that you can turn
"hateyer
that
it bos given satisfaction for over 40 years.

DR.

& A. M.

Santa Fe Chapter

cook.

FOR REXT Furnished or on
rooms. Call at New State Cafe
FOR RENT- 2 furnished rooms, sitting room and bed room. 21ft Grant
Ave.
-

CHAS. E. LINNEY. Secretary.

DISCOVERY

WANTS
WAXTKIJ
A competent
Mrs. A. It. Renehan.

7: BO.
E. K. PAUL, W. M.

No

1, R. A. M.

a blood cleanse! and alterative that starts the liver and stomach into vigorous
action. It thus assists the body to manufacture rich red blood which feeds the
heart-ner- ves
brain and organs of the body. The organs work smoothly like
machinery running in cil. You feel clean, strong and strenuous instead of tired,
weak and faint Nowadays you can obtain Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery Tablets, as well as the liquid form from all medicine dealers, or tablets
by mail, prepaid in 51 or 50c size. Adress R. V. Pierce, M. I), Buffalo, N. Y.
Is

As Good.

F.

No. 1, A.

communiRegular
cation first Monday
of each month at
Masonic
Hail at

PIERCE'S

GOLDEN MEDICAL

Lodge

Regular
WANTED Premises for the Santa
convocation
second !Fe Business College. Quick answers
Monday of each month requested.
Walter Norton.
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
FOR RENT A three or six room
J. A. MASSIE,
house furnished or unfurnished.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
H p.
to D. S Lowitski.
Secretary.

Lee Stamey, of Sumas, Wash., is
visiting his nephew, Alex Winesett,
near Alamogordo. Mr. Stamey has
DR. PIERCE'S GREAT 1008 PAGB ILM'STRATEP COMMON SENSE MEDICAL
been pretty much all over this great
ADVISER Will BB SEST FREE, CLOTH BOUND FOR 31
STAMPS.
country of ours, besides some of the
other countries on this particular
LK-G- voi
C
r
planet. He is now located in Wash
Santa Fe Commander?
Good
condition.
conT'-""ington, but is very seriously
No. 1. K. T. Regular!1:"
'P'y N(,W
Printing com- James Morrison, l,a Mesa, Col.
ronrlnvo tnrth
sidering moving to Alamogordo. He
HOTEL ARRIUALS.
Mrs. Morrison, La Mesa.
rifiv in p.irh month at i"""'
finds the conditions here ideal for
Kenneth Morrison, La .Mesa.
J TVfncnrun Unit at 7:30
both business and health. Like Mr.
De Vargas.
J. C. Scott and wife. La Mesa.
LOGUKKS WANTKII A few teams
the
Winesett, .Mr. Samey believes
p. ni.
Olga Selke, Albuquerque.
Robert Clarkson, He,lliiighain, Wash.
WESLEY O. CONNER, JR E. C. wanted immediately at Truchas saw
living is here if the man has the
Glenn Allies, Albuquerque.
Mrs. R. Clarkson, Rellingliam, Wash. W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
mill to haul logs. Apply at mill. M.
No country
energy to go after it.
W. A. Cameron, EI Paso.
J. T. Johnson, Amarilla, Texas.
Win the world owes any man a living
Thompson.
H. S. Lutz, Santa Fe.
C. 12. Forbes, Amarilla, Texas.
unless that man does something
to
Fe Lodge of PerSanta
W. M. Lovitt, Topeka, Kans.
F. S. Scbnebel, Albuquerque.
ROOMS FOR MEN Newly furnish
earn it. "Hit the ball" is the motto
fection No. i, 14th de-D. I. Conway, Alamosa.
K. L. Stallings, Detroit.
ed, light and airy,' shower bath, use of
to hang up before you all the time,
AcAncient
and
H. .1. Pankratz, El Paso.
gree.
C. A. San, Paris, France.
and as sure as you live you will get
S. E. Ifugerberger, City.
cepted Scottish Rite of library. Mrs. A. E. P. Robinson, corner
A. C. Chandler, Columbus, Ohio.
Free Masonry meets on Grant and Johnson. Phone 270 J.
H. B. Couter, City.
along. Alamogordo is just us good
La Salle.
the third Monday of each month at
i place as there is in the world for
E. MeKiiery, Chicago.
WANTED Collector.
Woman preDan Hamill, Denver,
7:30 o'clock in the evening in the New
the knocker and croaker to starve
Walter B. Hoke, Las Vegas.
n. S. Wyatt and family, Denver.
.1.
Cathedral.
to death; and, it may be mildly inVisiting Scottish Rite ferred, liberal commission. Bond or
George Loos, Baltimore.
Bank references required.
Address
j Masons are
Ralph Ashton, Denver.
B. Cornell, Alamosa.
ferred, the quicker they starve the
cordially Invited to attend. W.
H. Pierce, 316 Opera House Block,
Mrs. S! J. Rinehart, Canley, Kans.
VV.
E. C. ABBOTT, 32,
sooner they will be in a bunch of
0. Merritt, Claremont, Calif.
Mrs. H. D. Shiles, Serviletta, X. M.
IC. Y.
Venerable Master. Denver, Colo.
new grass where, possibly, they will
Greening, Albuquerque.
W. S. Hill and wife. Denver.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, Secy.
Gussie Greening, Albuquerque.
not. have time to comment adversely
GOOD OPPORTUNITY
Wanted a
Thomas Lewis, Antonito.
Alsie Greening, Albuquerque.
Mr.
oh the surrounding
foliage.
man to run saw and flour mill on
R. C. Hubbard, Alamosa.
V. E. Stewart, Wichita.
B P. O. E.
Ham's motor truck was secured and Stamey is greatly pleased with AlaPilfered Regrigerator Contents.
f
Antonio J. Garcia, Chamita.
interest. Man
Edward B. Holt, El Paso.
Santa Fe LodgeNo share basis, or
In Raton for some weeks past, the nulled the heavy load from the driv- mogordo and the surrounding country.
must
be
Galisteo.
experienced
Jiron,
Esquipula
H.
er's
hand.
was
of
rushed
to
South
H.
E.
Hess,'
the
Denver.
B.
O.
460.
P.
residents
of
Zapata
He is surprised to see what bis
refrigerators
Charles Carrath, Antonito.
Coronado.
boldi Its regular Plenty of timber. A paying proposiFourth street have been pilfered and hospital, where it was found the hand nephew, Mr. Winesett, has done in
to
bad
been
cut
on
bone
the
both
Montezuma.
session on the sec- tion from the start. Address, V. S.
8ld"j the five years he has been here he
Fidel Ortiz, Las Vegas.
has been no little cause for worry
William J. Price, Iowa City, In.
ond
and
fourth Miera, Cuba, X. M.
After several but that no bones were broken. Sil- now having as pretty and as profitable
inconvenience.
Jose Ortiz y Pino, Galisteo.
and
ver City Enterprise.
T. .1. Sanford, City.
f
c
close
eacb
a
Baldwin
B.
Marshal
to
P.
Tex
i,
Wednesday
Christ
Johnson,
be
a
us
ranch home
can
Corpus
found anycomplaints
TYPEWRITERS
O.
V 1 1 1 1 lnt
month.
Owen, City.
Thomas Parch ichi, Encino.
watch was instituted which resulted
besides having acquired a H. L.
where,
and repaired. Nw
adjusted,
- ,'Cleaned,
B.
Kind
of
invltare
Roeder,
brothers
Every
Dog.
Mrs.
but
Silver
the
Helen
Albuquerque.
Wallace,
in apprehending
City.
guilty ones;
mountain home where he can take his
Ribbons and supfurnished.
platens
Frank
ed
Lavan,
and
welcome.
W. J. Hersch, Denver.
City.
City Marshal Taber gave notice family in the summer and enjoy life
owing to prominence of the families
sold,
exchcanged
Typewriters
C.
plies.
H.
DA
EDWARD
P.
Webb, City.
Jose C. Baca, Las Vegas.
VIES,
the names of the young men are with- to the owners of dogs last week that to the limit. Mr. Winesett didn't have
land tented. Standard makes handled.
Walter M. Taber and wife, Glorieta.
Exalted Ruler,
E. C. de Baca, Pena Blanca.
held. A repetition of the petty thefts, they were expected to call at the a barrel of money when he came here,
All repair work and typewriters guar- M. A. Gonzales, Abiquiu.
C. H. WILSON,
Feas Garcia, Las Vegas.
V.l.
Snntn T?p Tvnewriter
will, however, bring out a ful measure captain's office and procure a dog tax but he has worked with his head, as
inntpeil
check or their favorite canine would well as his hands.
Secretary-of publicity. Raton Reporter.
change, Phone 231 W.
Anybody can do
be pulled and the extreme penalty of the
same, if they are willing to work.
Santa
of death meted
the lawsentence
Fe Camp
Picked Up Rattle Snake.
WHEREABOUTS UNKNOWN.
Alamogordo
"HOW IN THE WORLD CAN ANY WOMAN
M. W. A.
The
first
net
out.
13514,
bedrag
day's
brought
came
near
A. Weems, a carpenter and builder,
very
Henry Schipman
into the dog house 1? representatives
meets second Tues- lilt,, if Kftnt:, t.V V
,1 i
cjunnnn rurf
No person need hesitate
ing bitten by a rattlesnake last Thursto take
'
of the canine family from the mangey
day each month so from t),lt pl;irp 'spv;,,,ll wwka
GET
ALONG
day. Arriving home about dark he cur of the
on
Pills
ON
A
the
LESS
that
THAN
Foley
Kidney
ground
clal meeting third
gutter to the pedigreed colhastened to the bouse for a bucTcet
are anxious to
lie belonging to the editor of the they know not what is in them. Foley
at Fire- - know of his daughter
Tuesday
with which to draw some water for
locution and any
At Co. guarantee them to be
present,
a
pure
48
After
of
Visit.
a
man's
hours
Hall.
respite
,.
bis horse. He was very much surpris- Graphic.
"'"ft ijiiii w 111 t the whole bunch was dispatched, ex curative medicine, specially prepared ASKS MRS. HEYE, WHO FELT LIKE A PAUPER ON A MERE $40 A iner naichhnro
ed on picking up the bucket and coil
Mrs.
received.
for
Address,
bladder
gratefully
and
and
ailments
kidney
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
which
DAY
the
the
of
AND
coolie,
cept
Graphic
BEGGED
THE
ALIMONY
TO
TO
COURT
RAISE
HER
of rope to hear the lour warning of a fice
Lont Weems, Warrensburg, 111.
A. E. P. ROBINSON, Clerk.
for while its master irregularities. They do not contain
A DAY.
dug
boys
up
$213.70
On investigating Henry found
l at tier.
was on a visit to Lordsburg. Deming habit forming drugs. Try them. The
he had picked up the snake with the
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
Capital Pharmacy.
Headlight.
F. W. FARMER
Call for Bids.
rope; however, there is one less snake
No.
Homestead
i it New Mexico and Henry escaped unNotice is nereny given that sealed
Back.
Rode
Sheriff
Brotherh2879,
banned. Wagon Mound Pantagraph.
proposals will be received by the mayood of Ameri- or
Sheriff Harrv Wheeler, of Cochise
and city council of the city of San
can
Yoemen.
county, Arizona, spent Tuesday night
ta Fe, at 7 150 p. m. on the 8th day of
Engineer injured.
!in
Meets second July, A. D., 1M3, at the council chamLast week a man giv
Lordsburg.
of
Showers, thunderstorms, cool and
Engineer Robert Woodmansee,
and fourth Mo- ber in the county court house in
name as IT. W .Chase, went
F.l Paso, had two ribs broken and was ing his
was yesterday's record at Sancloudy
in Douglas
ndays of the
of Santa Fe, for the construction
ta Fe. The downpour during the aft- rlherwise injured at 9: MO o'clock yes- into an auto dealers placemachine
month
for ernoon amounted
and bought a runabout
a reinforced concrete band stand,
the
of
0.11
to
local
when
an
the
of
inch,
freight
morning
terday
check for the and this
SlioO, and gave his
Fireman's Hall. with basement, to replace that now
on the Southern Pacific , drawn by
kept the temperature down,
H. Foreman. R. L. Baca,
on a Phoenix bank. In a day 71
amount
"
existing in the plaza of said city.
the
Woodmansee's engine,
degrees
being
high point
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
or so the check came back marked ni
Plans and specifications can be expaaenger trahnNo. 9 of the fame, road. funds," and then the Hunt for Chase reached at 1 p. m. The lowest temamined at tlie place of business
of
23d was 53 degrees at
June
The freight train on the side track slid
perature
Santa Fe Lodge the
began. He was flrst heard of at 4 a. m. The average for the
city clerk between the hours of
was
over an open switch and was almost, Rodeo,,
day
No. 2, Knights of 9 a.
and was going over the Border 62
of
ni., and 5 p. m., and copies
degrees which was six degrees unacross when the accident occurred; in land. Sheriff Wheeler
meets same will be loaned to responsible
telegraphed to der the average temperature for this
head-owas
narrowcollision
a
fact,
and El Paso.
every Second and parties, in turn, for periods not to
Lordsburg,
Deming
for the past 41 years.
ly averted.
Fourth Friday of exceed
Chase had passed Lordsburg and Dem- dayThe
t
hours.
lowest
last
point reached
night
Local physicians attended the in- ing, but he and his machine
were was 50
the
month at 8
All bids must he made
out on
and
low
the
record
at
degrees
was
last evenitlg taken found in El Paso, but before he could
o'clock p. m.
jured man, who
blank forms provided for the puris given
the
other
stations
reporting
to El Paso. Traffic was resumed a be locked up be made his getaway to below :
in K. pose, copieB of which can be procured
Meeting
few minutes after the mishap and No. Mexico. Sheriff Wheeler went down
of P. Hall over from the city clerk upon application,
Amarillo,
66;
64;
Bismarck,
Boise,
Chase was not to be
9 departed
with another to investigate.
and must be presented to the couu- Kaune's store.
52; Cheyenne, 52; Dodge City, 68;
had, but the machine was there and
cil by the bidders or their agents at
engine. Deming Graphic.
All
Grand
46;
Durango,
42;
Flagstaff,
the sheriff drove it back to Douglas.
Knights are most the above stated time and place, or
Junction, 58; Helena, 48; Kansas City
Liberal.
Lordsburg
Water Wagon Fell Over.
may be mailed in sealed envelopes adcordially invited.
74; Lander, 46; Los Angeles, 60;
Found Dead.
dressed to the Hon. Celso Lopez, mayA. P. HILL, C. C.
The city sprinkling wagon over50; Phoenix, 70; Portland, 56;
A Mexican laborer whose identity
A. REINGARDT, K. of R. and 3.
or, who shall present said bids as
turned at the Silver City Beer & Ice
Pueblo, 58; Rapid City, 60; Roseburg,
was ' found 56;
'above stated. All bids will be plain- Co.'s coal bins at the corner of San could not be discovered
Roswell, 62; Salt Lake, 54; San
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA. Lv marked on the wrapper "Bid for
Vicente and Bullard streets Tuesday dead last Tuesday evening near the Francisco, 56; Spokane, 52; Tonopah,
Lodge No. 25!), holds its regular Construction of Band Stand," and will
looming, pinning the driver, Francis Santa Fe crossing on North Third 50; Winemucca, 52.
co Zapata, by one hand against the street where, it is believed, he fell
meeting on the first Thursday of each be unsealed and the contents publicly
Forecast
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m. 'announced at the above named time
ouildlng. G. H. Utter and others who dead from heart trouble while on his
For Santa Fe and vicinity: ThreatVisiting brothers are invited and wel and place.
happened along rushed to the man's way afoot towards the tunnel. On ening with probably local thunder
' The right is reserved to reject any
come.
aid and attempted to right the wagon, examination, it was found that the storms and warmer this afternoon
or all bids.
BENITO ALARID, President
but the tank was too heavy. After man had been ill and suffering from and tonight; Wednesday
generally
CELSO LOPEZ,
CAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
al out fifteen minutes' delay Lowe & dropsy. An assortment of medicine fair.
Mayor.
and camping-ou- t
utensils was found
For New Mexico: Generally cloudy
FACUNDO ORTIZ, City Cleik.
ODD FELLOWS,
upon the body, indicating that he with local thunderstorms tonight or
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
was probably a transient endeavoring
Wednesday.
Work for the New Mexican. It Is
Santa Fe Lodge
to make his way over the pass into
Conditions.
meets
regularly working for you, for Santa Fe and
Colorado. A number of residents from
The center of low barometer is over
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock the new state.
East Raton were called upon to identi- the Dakotas this
in Odd Fellows Hull. Visiting brothmorning, whence a
Burial took trough of low pressure extends southfy the body, but failed.
ers always welcome.
h
place Wednesday afternoon in
west to Arizona, although the baromeRaton Range.
cemetery.
ter is generally low over the western
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Notwithstanding the tact that the country. Showers have continued in
But Lydia Pinkham's Veg- American Bank and Trust company, a eastern New Mexico, northern Colostate bank, closed its doors this week rado, Utah, Nevada and California,
ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW- .
etable Compound Restored there has been no perceptible Bury fn and
western Oregon and Washington.
the money market and the other two Temperatures remain high over the MRS GEORGE G. HEYE AND HER TWO CHILDREN, LAWRENCE AND
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Mrs. LeClear's Health
MILDRED.
tanks, both national, have shown in- plains country, but have fallen conCity Attorney.
creased deposits. "I do not look for the siderably in the mountain and plateau
Her Own
24. The cost of about it, Mrs. Heye explains that, be- Capital City Bank Building,
June
New
York,
ltast deflection from the ordinary regions. Conditions favor thunderRooms
course of business, so far as our bank storms this afternoon and tonight, living nowadays is certainly some- sides the regular schools private, of
Santa Fe, New Mexico
course
her
and
must
have
boy
girl
thing fierce.
Detroit, Mich. "I am glad to dis- is concerned," said B. O. Oldham of with generally fair weather
TIME TABLE
For example, there's poor Mrs. riding lessons, dancing lessons, swim
cover a remedy that relieves me from the First National.
G. W. PRICHARD,
"Why should
ming lessons, French lessons and
.
Coumellor-at-Lawand
George G. Heye, the bankers wife
my suffering and there be? People of this day and
Attorney
other extras.
Effective January 1st, 1913.
GOOD NEWS
who is awfully provoked becatlse the many
Practices in all the District Count
pains. For two years t'me understand these conditions as
"Their little friends all have them,''
I suffered bearing well as many bankers, and they can
and gives special attention to caset
judge who is hearing her divorce suit she adds.
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to condown pains and got tell of the strength of banking insti- Many Santa Fe Readers Have Heard wants her to eke out a miserable
And what American family can get before the State Supreme Court.
nect with No. 3 westbound and
It and Profited Thereby.
all run down. I was tutions as they can of no other busitemof
a
on
existence
Office: Laughlin Bldg.. Santa Fe, N. M
day
only $40
No. 10 eastbound.
along without an automobile?
under a nervous ness in the case of a national bank."
"Good news travels fast," and the porary alimony.
Mrs. Heye has two. One might be
strain and could not Mr. Oldham
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
. Chas, H. Easley
that in a few thousands of bad back sufferers iu
Chas, F, Eatley,
Mrs. Heye figures that 213.70 a day out of commission,
you know, and
m.
I weeks, when predicted
Santa Fe are glad to learn where
sleep at night.
chilmatter
the
EASLEY
&
would be
two
and
her
EA'iLEY,
is the veryMeast she
then she couldn't have the chauffeur
went to doctors here
be found. Many a lame, weal;
as
he
t
No. 3 carries passengers to Albuaw.
Attorneys-asettled,
can worry along on. Here's the crive Lawrence and Mildred back and
hoped,
in the city but they
and aching back is bad no more, dren
In the Courts and Defer
Practice
querque, locally, and to Pacific
she figures it out:
way
did not do me any things would move along in the usual thanks to Doan's
forth to the dancing master, music
Kidney Pills. Our
Coast points.
Land Department.
way.
she needs 110,000 a year. master, etc.
rent
For
good.
citizens
are
news
the
of
telling
good
President Shipley, of the Clovis Na
Land grants and titles examined-Santin
modest
Leave
The
her
autos
cost
what
That's
quarters
Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to conher
"Seeing Lydia E.
a
$10,000
year.
their
with this tested rem
Fe, N. M branch Office, Estaa
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound adver- - tional, expressed himself pretty much edy. experience
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
In buying clothes Mrs. Heye is very,
the Hotel Langdon, at Fifth avenue
Here
is
an
worth
read
example
the
same
way, and said the situation
cia, N. If.
No. 2, eastbound. connecting at
Used, I tried it. My health improved
street, are costing very economical.
and Fifty-sixting:
"Cut-of- f
with
wonderfully and I am now quite well bad not caused the least bit of flurry
"I don't spend as much as $23,000
has a few rooms, too,
She'
her.
Albuquerque
only
S.
M.
Mrs.
Rodriguez, S. Palace ave.,
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
train for Clovis and Pecos Valcourse. a year for all the clothes for myself
gain. No woman suffering from fe- with them.
of
own
room,
with
her
dining
The two excellent statements of Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "About three
Dentist.
male ills will regret it if she takes this
ley points.
She has her own waiting maid, and children," she boasts. "I seldom
medicine." Mrs. James G. LeCleak, these two banks, published in this is- years ago I had very bad pains in my
Spits
Or?
Jewelry Store
as
as
for
pay
$500
a
dress.
high
arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
Returning,
sue are self explanatory. There never back. They were so bad I couldn't chambermaid and personal maid, and
336 Hunt St, Detroit, Mich.
S.
Rooms
2
I, and
m.
buying 1 get them for $:J75 Phone Red 6.
was a more healthy condition witn bend over. I bad trouble with the the English nurse for little Lawrence,
piece."
Another Case.
either of them. Clovis Journal.
Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to conkidney secretions. I used a box of aged four, and the French maid for
Office Hours 8 a. m. to I p. m.
There are the doctors and dentists
Mildred.
's
Doan's
nect with No. 7 westbound carwas
Pills
and
cured.
"Lydia E.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Kidney
And
Kills
One.
Explosion
by Appointment
"That's really a small number of and florists, too, and all sorts of inciOne Mexican was killed and another Two months after that another of my
Vegetable Compound is all you
rying El Paso sleeper, also No.
and
town
out
of
the
trips
chum it to be. About two or three was wounded in an
4 eastbound.
servants," she Bays. "If I were living dentals,
family was taken with kidney
which
explosion
children
can't stay in the city during C. C.
days before my periods I would get bad occurred in the cabin of the dead man
He was unable to work and in a house of my own, like many woReturning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
backaches, then pains in right and left whose name was Melandreas. The ac felt weak. He used two boxes of men in my set, I'd need a dozen or fif the hot weather, you know.
PHYSICAN and SURGEON,
m.
And she must keep her home comsides, and my head would ache. I called cident nappened at
teen."
midnight on Satur- - Doan's Kidney Pills and since then,
18-the doctor and he said I had organic in- urday.
Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to confurnished.
Leave
Rooms
Calls
fortably
Laughlin Bldg.
Two prospectors, Watkins he hasn't had any kidney trouble. We
Besides the bagatelle she pays for
flammation. I went to him for a while but and
So you can easily see that $213.70 a
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time writing
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your legal
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New
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Mexican and identifying same and bing.
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The case of Garcia vs. Garcia is
Andrews' Special Tofnorrow Stand
tion of the country.
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Very
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ALVAN X. WHITE,
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cured before adjournment yesterday
Went Home to Mother A great
State Superintendent of Public
evening and Mrs. Bessie Wilson, the
furore was created in the neighborhood
Instruction.
mother of Florence Lillian Garcia, the June 24th, 1913.
of W. L. Ritchs ranch in the southW. H. MENDENHALL,
plaintiff in this case, was the first witMr. White is anxious
that New eastern corner of Socorro county, ness called. She was on the stand all Mexico should be well represented about two weeks ago by the disappear(Incorporated)
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in
be
the
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style
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Her testimony out the state is urged to get busy and who left the Kitcn rancn to nna some
Colorado.
1645
concerned the alleged relations be- send some advertising matter to the cattle and was to have returned in
newly furnished throughout; also freshly painted and
tween herself and the deceased Elias, superintendent as per his request. In- about seven days. Ten days sped by
comG. Garcia. Marron and Wood, her at- - dications are that the attendance from and he did not return. Fearing that
papered. Many private baths and all the
he had been, murdered or come to
hotel.
tcfneys, had her identify numerous Xew Mexico will be large,
forts of a first-claW. A. Cameron, the traveling freight some other harm the mounted police
letters which she says she received
from Mr. Garcia. These were written and passenger agent of the Santa Fe, were called on and Captain rred for-ha- s
as long ago as 1904, and contain many
agreed to arrange for a special iiofr and .1. A. Street started to take
been
tender passages, and solicitous pas- car for Salt Lake City if the required j"P the trail. Griner's horse had Tuck-twithout Its rider by Tom
sages inquiring after her health. These number, 18 passengers, can be secured found
offl- go from Albuquerque to Salt Lake'er, the cattle inspector, and the
were read to the jury over objection
A num- City. The car will stop at Lamy and cers left Tularosa in search of the
by counsel for the defense.
man. Riteh now wires here
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Kansas.
Argument for a New Trial.
Urioste, Patricio Garcia, Juan Ortega,
FOR RENT To gentlemen, fur- A motion for a new trial of Claude
Felix Garcia, A. Gonzales, Matias
W. H. Goebel, Nicauor Baca, M. Cooley, who was found guilty of inished room, all conveniences, in CapB.
Bank
ital
building.
Joseph
City
in
at
murder
the
first
K.
M. Chapman, Dionicio
Jose Baca,
degree recently
Tierra Amarilla, is being argued by Hayward, Mgr.
Ortega and Isidoro Bustos.
FOOD.
STOCK
INTERNATIONAL
For
his attorney, A .B. Renehan, before
Sole Agents
It is of paramount importance when
Judge E. C. Abbott, in the district you have a prescription filled that you
Fair Situation in San Juan.
and
in
&
bulk
seeds
packages
field
When the last legislature passed the court. J. H. Crist, who conducted the secure drugs of known strength and
ALFALFA SEED. Al! kinds of flowers, garden
law authorizing the county commis- prosecution, will represent the people. purity. We fill your prescriptions
Fe
sioners of any county to appropriate The argument will probably take two with the best drugs and chemicals.
house in
PINK AND
The only exclusive
Plaza Fete Indefinitely Postponed
$500 to be used for premiums at a or three days.
Phone 12.
THE CLARENDON GARDEN
The Woman's Board of Trade have decounty fair to be held at the county
cided to postpone the Plaza Fete inseat, it was undoubtedly believed that EXECUTE TWELVE
Phone Black no hardship would be worked by suih
definitely, on account of the daily
Phone Black
FOR MURDER OF
a law, but according to correspondrains. It is feared that rain would not
ence recently received by state ofonly spoil the fete day, but completely
SGHEFKET
PASHA
ruin so many goods, both of the edible
ficers, there is one county in which a
hardship will be done an old establishvariety and otherwise, that it would
Constantinople, June 24. Twelve of not be worth risking.
In San Juan county, a fair,
ed fair.
When the
the men sentenced to death in connec- weather settles at some later time in
regularly incorporated, has been held
for years at Farmington, which place, tion with the assassination of
the summer the fete may be pulled off.
Schefket Pasha, the late grand The ladies have decided, however, to
however, is not the county seat. The
were
executed this morning. hold a
new law specifically says that the fair vizier,
rummage sale next Thursday,
must be held at the county seat, There was no disturbance. The con- under the portales of the Old Palace,
to the scaffold cn
Palace avenue, and to begin the
which in Sun Juan county is Aztec. As demned men walked
with firm steps. Several of them dea result a county fair association has
SEine at '1 o'clock in the afternoon.
livered
scaffold.
the
from
addresses
been organized at Aztec to take adEveryone who desires to contribute
to the sale is requested to notify the
vantage of the new law, and if the
committee and to bring or send arFarmington fair is held it must be held HOG'S EYES USED
"Y SPECIALIST. ticles to the Woman's library between
without aid from the county and in
now and Thursday. A dance will also
direct competition to the Aztc fair.
Columbus, Ohio, June 24. A novel bo given in the library building on
The situation is very acute according
to reports received here, and there means of illustration is to be employ- Thursday evening, the tiokets being
Put the rest in the bank- vou' find
seems to be but onft solution and that ed in Judge Robers' court tomorrow in 50 cents, with no refreshments.
troubles
of
your
company
best
in
the
self
is
for Farmington to abandon the a case in which two Columbus eye
a
lighter your puras neavier if you buy
county fair at that place and join with specialists are defendants for $10,000 PLEA OF GUILTY ACCEPTED
Aztec in building up another at the damages.
For d and join the happy throng of those
'
IN STRIKE CASE.
Operations are to be performed on
county seat.
service
comfort
car
plus
who Know
eyes to illustrate the claim of defend
Cleveland,
Ohio, June 24. Jacob
"First, figure up your weekly loss of eggs and poultry; then go to
tion.
Wants All Eductors to See New Mexi- ants that there was no malpractice. Madorski, the second of four men in
RELIABLE HARDWARE CO.; figure up the cost of a neat and
THE
Human optics are not to be used. Be
co's Exhibit.
dicted for manslaughter for the killdurable poultry fencing Subtract the two sums and thank me for the
service-convin- cing
More than 275,000 Fords now in
Chief Clerk R. F. ABplund on behalf cause the eyes of hogs are very much ing of Morris Gelbman during the
suggestion. .Now, the same idea applies to your truck garden and your
of their wonderful
of the state superintendent of public like those of men, several healthy garment workers strike in 1911, was
evidence
property.
Enough of their poultry fencing will keep your fowls properly,
of
robbed
their
are
be
to,
instruction is sending out letters to porkers
allowed to plead guilty to a charge
merit. Runabout, $525; Touring Car, $600;
will cost very little and will be the best investment you ever made on
the state superintendents throughout "lamps."
of assault and battery in criminal
with all
the farm Figure with them on their new mesh sectional and barbed wire
Town Car, $800 f.o.b. Detroit,
These will be put In masks just like court
the country calling their attention to
As in the case of Morris
today.
Times"
"Ford
fencings,
you'll save trouble and money Don't forget my address.'
Get
interesting
equipment.
the fact that New Mexico will be on human "mugs" and the jurors will Lubin, who pleaded guilty to the same
deck at the national
educational know exactly what happened to the charge yesterday he was given the
from factory, Dept. F, Detroit; Ford Motor
meeting to be held in Salta Lake City plaintiff when he was put under the' maximum sentence of a $200 fine and
,. Com pany. Wood,Davis Hardware Co., Agt.
next fall. The following is the letter: knives of the defendants.
in the
six months of confinement
Santa Fe, N. M., Juno 23, 1913.
workhouse.
'
CO.
WOOD-DAVI- S
ICE STRIKE CONTINUES.
My Dear Sir I beg to advise you
Indictments charging Louis MoBko-vit- z
24. The
that New Mexico Educational headCincinnati, Ohio, June
and Sam Weiser with manslaughtdeadlock between the ice manufac- er In connection with the same case
quarters will be located in rooms
Phone 14. "If It's Hardware We Have It." Phone M
't$Wt
hotel Utah, during the meeting of turers and their striking drivers, help- were nolled.
the National Educational Association ers and firemen continued today and
Gelbman, a striker, was beaten to
and a representative of our delegation there appeared to be no prospect for death after he had announced his in......'...
'.
will be constantly in charge of bead- an Immediate 'settlement.
,
tention of returning to work.
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